BLENHEIM EQUISPORTS

Blenheim Fall Tournament
September 13 - 17, 2023
USEF Level 4 Jumpers
USEF National Hunters

International Jumping Festival
September 20 - 24, 2023
USEF Level 5 Jumpers
USEF National Hunters

www.ThePlaceToJump.com
Rancho Mission Viejo Riding Park at San Juan Capistrano, CA
2023 September Fall Series

Show Approvals

Address

Rancho Mission Viejo Riding Park & Mailing Address for UPS/FED EX ONLY:
30753 La Pata Road; San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
US Postal Service Address: 30767 Gateway Place #162, Rancho Mission Viejo, CA 92694

Contact Us

Horse Show Office
office@ThePlaceToJump.com / 949-299-7219

Horse Show Secretary
Retha Sternberg / entries@ThePlaceToJump.com

Horse Show Feed/Bedding
feed@ThePlaceToJump.com

Nightwatch
Joanne Schreiber - CaliforniaNightWatch.com
818-400-4338 or iwatchm@aol.com

Vet & Farrier
See notices at the Horse Show Office

Golf Carts
Power Trip Rentals - Exclusive Supplier
562-606-2727 or Sales@PowerTripRentals.com

Horse Show Licensee
Blenheim EquiSports Management Company

Horse Show Manager
Alexandra Zulia / Alexandra.Zulia@aol.com

Technical & Safety Coordinator
Jesse Yumang / elhefe027@gmail.com

VIP/Hospitality Manager
Treji DeGuire / Treji@ThePlaceToJump.com

Vendor Manager
April Sands / April@ThePlaceToJump.com

Nearest Emergency Facilities

HUMAN
Mission Hospital, Trauma Center & Emergency Room
27700 Medical Center Road
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
949-364-1400 – 6.3 miles

EQUINE
San Luis Rey Equine Hospital
4211 Holly Lane, Bonsall, CA 92003
760-726-4566 – 40 miles

ThePlaceToJump.com
Hotels & Lodging Partners

LAGUNA CLIFFS MARRIOTT
RESORT & SPA
Official Nations Cup USA Host Hotel
25135 Park Lantern, Dana Point, CA 92629
949-661-5000

BEST WESTERN CAPISTRANO INN
Call for Best Rate!
27174 Ortega Hwy at I-5
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
800-441-9438
bestwesterncalifornia.com

THE HILLS HOTEL
Newly Renovated & Pet Friendly!
25205 La Paz Rd
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949-586-5000
reservations@thelagunahillshotel.com
Group Rates Link

THE RITZ-CARLTON, LAGUNA NIGUEL
Official Whitethorne Eq Challenge Host Hotel - contact Monique Geske for special rates - monique.geske@ritzcarlton.com
One Ritz-Carlton Dr.
Dana Point, CA 92629
949-240-2000 ritzcarlton.com

RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT
33711 Camino Capistrano,
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
949-443-3600
Website & Group Rates Link

BEST WESTERN PLUS MARINA SHORES HOTEL
Located 8 minutes from the beach & 5 minutes from the horse show; after you’re done riding your horses, ride the waves!
34280 Pacific Coast Hwy
Dana Point, CA 92629
949-248-1000
MarinaShoresHotel.com
Booking LINK
AN UNBREAKABLE BOND

We are excited to partner with Blenheim EquiSports on the 2023 FEI Series, CSI3* ATCO Gold Tour Grand Prix, and FEI Spring Series Rider Bonus.

Wishing all athletes a successful season.
2023 September Fall Series

Visit ThePlaceToJump for Program Information, Details & the 2023 Tentative Calendar

Jumpers:
$30,000 American Standard Grand Prix - Fall Tournament
$60,000 Blenheim West Coast Young Jumper Championships - Fall Tournament
$25,000 1.45m Welcome Open Jumper Classic - International Jumping Festival
$50,000 National Standard Grand Prix - International Jumping Festival
$10,000 Markel Insurance 1.35m Speed Stake - Fall Tournament
$20,000 Markel Insurance 1.35m Jumper Classic & Rider Bonus Pay Out - International Jumping Festival
$10,000 SJHOF Junior-Amateur Conference Finals, West - International Jumping Festival
$5,000 NAL Children's, Adult Amateur & Low Junior-Amateur Jumper Finals, West - International Jumping Festival

Hunters:
$25,000 CPHA Green Hunter 3'/3'3" AND 3'6"/3'9" Incentive Championships - Fall Tournament
$10,000 Blenheim West Coast Young Hunter Championships - International Jumping Festival
NAL Children’s & Adult Hunter Championships, West - International Jumping Festival

Equitation:
Foxfield Medal Equitation Finals - Fall Tournament
PCHA 2'9" JR/AM Medal Final, South - Fall Tournament
ASPCA Maclay Southwest Regional Championships - Fall Tournament
NEW! THIS NHS Adult Medal Area Championships - Fall Tournament
NEW! Hamel Foundation/NHS Area Championships - Fall Tournament
USHJA 3'3" Adult Jumping Seat Medal Finals, West - International Jumping Festival
EMO Insurance/USHJA 3'3" Jumping Seat Medal Finals, West - International Jumping Festival
Platinum Performance/USEF Show Jumping Talent Search Medal Finals - International Jumping Festival

Platinum Performance Talent Search Medal 3* - Fall Tournament
WIHS Medals – Hunter & Jumper Phases
CPHA Foundation WCE Medal
Dover Saddlery / US Hunt Seat Medal & US Adult Medal
NHSAA / ASPCA Maclay
Emo Insurance/USHJA 3'3" Jumping Seat Medal & USHJA 3’3” Hunt Seat Medal
USHJA 3’3” Adult Jumping Seat Medal
Hamel Foundation / NHS 3’3” Medal
NCEA/USEF 3’3” Junior Medal
THIS Children’s Medal & Adult Medal
Ariat Adult Medal

Marshall & Sterling Insurance / US Pony Medal
CPHA Amateur, Junior, Horsemanship, Child/Adult, Style of Riding, & Foundation Medals
PCHA Medals, Foxfield Medal & Onondarka Medal
OCHSA Medals

ThePlaceToJump.com
At Markel, it’s our people that make the difference. With a lifetime of horse experience, our exclusive horse specialty agents are experts focused on your horse and farm insurance needs.

Contact a Markel insurance specialist:
Chris Norden, Director, Sport Horse Disciplines  +1.877.341.8560
Josh Mullins, Lisa Seger Insurance  +1.949.212.2970
Lisa Seger, Lisa Seger Insurance  +1.770.356.8674

Scan QR Code for an insurance quote or to contact a Markel agent.
2023 Fall Series – Dates, Ratings, & Officials

Blenheim Fall Tournament, September 13-17, 2023

**Opening Date:** July 17, 2023  
**Closing Date:** August 28, 2023  
**RATINGS**  
USEF National Hunters // USEF Level 4 Jumpers  
PCHA & OCHSA Rated

**Hunter/Equitation Judges**  
Geoff Case, Loxahatchee, FL  
Wendy Peralta, Geneva, FL  
Constance Hunt, Haslett, MI  
Heidi D’Angelo, Chagrin Falls, OH  
Sissy Wickes, Wellington, FL  
Sandy Aston, Bonsall, CA  
Mary Cohen, San Marcos, CA

**USEF Stewards**  
Debbie Sands, Carlsbad, CA  
Sharon Stewart Wells, Carlsbad, CA  
Janet Fall, El Macero, CA - CSS

**Course Designers**  
Marina Azevedo, Brazil  
Kerry Kocher, State College, PA  
Michael Roy Curtis, Burbank, CA  
Scott Starnes, Coto De Caza, CA

**USEF Jumper Judges**  
Jack Robson, Coronado, CA  
Katie Frank, Carlsbad, CA  
Constance Hunt, Haslett, MI  
Ellen Gates, San Juan Capistrano, CA

International Jumping Festival: September 20 - 24, 2023

**Opening Date:** July 17, 2023  
**Closing Date:** September 4, 2023  
**RATINGS**  
USEF National Hunters // USEF Level 5 Jumpers  
PCHA & OCHSA Rated

**Hunter/Equitation Judges**  
Bobbie Reber, Aiken, SC  
Dale Pederson, Aiken, SC  
Bob Crandall, Wellington, FL  
Steve Wall, Pinehurst, NC  
Joni Osteen, Escondido, CA  
Penny Wahler, Esconditas, CA

**USEF Stewards**  
Sharon Stewart Wells, Carlsbad, CA  
George Chatigny, Laguna Beach, CA  
Diana Gatchalian, Temecula, CA - CSS

**Course Designers**  
Anthony D’Ambrosio, Red Hook, NY  
Kerry Kocher, State College, PA  
Michael Roy Curtis, Burbank, CA  
Scott Starnes, Coto De Caza, CA

**USEF Jumper Judges**  
Jack Robson, Coronado, CA  
Katie Frank, Carlsbad, CA  
Charlotte Robson, Coronado, CA

ThePlaceToJump.com
**2023 Fall Series**

**Rated Hunter Class Specifications**

**UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED:** Refer to the Tentative Time Schedules for specific scheduling; All classes to be judged on performance and soundness; Three must compete in order for points to count for all USEF/PCHA rated classes; the Handy round is the last o/f class of each division unless otherwise indicated; the first round of each Hunter Classic when held as part of the division is the second o/f class of each division; the USHJA & CPHA Green Hunter Incentive Stake Classes are a designated over fences class as part of each respective division – see time schedule for designation; A minimum of two Over Fences and one Under Saddle Class must be held for a Division to be considered complete; Champion and Reserve Champion title will be awarded to two of the four horses acquiring the most points over fences in each applicable section; In addition to these points, only these four horses will receive full points for under saddle classes; Points to determine awards are as follows: 10, 6, 4, 2, 1, & $\frac{1}{2}$; Model points to count $\frac{1}{2}$; Prize Money to be distributed 30%-22%-15%-12%-11%-10%; Trophy & Ribbons 1 – 8 to be awarded. If an awards ceremony is conducted, at minimum the winner will be requested to be present. **Soundness to be determined using OPTION A - TROT CIRCLE.**

### GREEN CONFORMATION HUNTER
**HIGH PERFORMANCE CONF HUNTER**

*presented by The Hills Hotel Laguna Hills*

Fence Height: 3’6” (GR) & 3’9” (HP). 70% Performance/30% Conformation
Entry Fee: $250/division Model Class: $25; Prize Money/class: $225 O/F & $100 U/S

- 30 Model Green Conformation Hunter
- 31,32,33 Green Conformation Hunter O/F
- 34 Green Conformation Handy Hunter
- 35 Green Conformation Hunter U/S
- 57 Model High Perf Conformation Hunter
- 52,53,54 High Perf Conformation Hunter O/F
- 55 High Perf Conformation Handy Hunter
- 56 High Perf Conformation Hunter U/S

### 3’3” PERFORMANCE HUNTER
**3’6” PERFORMANCE HUNTER**

*presented by Best Western Capistrano Inn*

Fence Height: 3’3” or 3’6”
Entry Fee: $65 per class or $265/division.
Prize Money/class: $281.25 O/F; $125 U/S

- 185,186,187 3’3” Performance Hunter O/F
- 188 3’3” Performance Handy Hunter
- 189 3’3” Performance Hunter U/S
- 60,61,62 3’6” Performance Hunter O/F
- 63 3’6” Performance Handy Hunter
- 64 3’6” Performance Hunter U/S

### GREEN 3’6” HUNTER
**GREEN 3’9” HUNTER**

*Fence Height: 3’6” (1st year); 3’9” (2nd year)*

Entry Fee: $300/division
Prize Money/class: $450 O/F, $200 U/S

- 41,42,43 Green 3’6” Hunter O/F
- 44 Green 3’6” Handy Hunter
- 45 Green 3’6” Hunter U/S
- 47,48,49 Green 3’9” Hunter O/F
- 50 Green 3’9” Handy Hunter
- 51 Green 3’9” Hunter U/S

### HIGH PERFORMANCE HUNTER

*presented by Nick Byassee*
*Equestrian Design Group LLC*

Fence Height: 4’
Entry Fee: $90/class or $375/division
Prize Money/class: $562.50 O/F, $250 U/S

- 36,37,38 High Performance Hunter O/F
- 39 High Performance Handy Hunter
- 40 High Performance Hunter U/S

---

ThePlaceToJump.com
As a proud partner of Blenheim Equisports and minutes away from Rancho Mission Viejo Riding Park, The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel is the perfect place to unwind. For reservations, call our equestrian expert at 949.240.5062 or visit www.ritzcarlton.com/lagunaniguel.
# 2023 Fall Series
## Rated Hunter Class Specifications

### 3' GREEN HUNTER
*presented by Residence Inn by Marriott 3'3" GREEN HUNTER*
- Fence Height: 3' or 3'3"
- Entry Fee: $275/division
- Prize Money/class: $337.50 O/F, $150 U/S
- 25, 26, 27, 28 3' Green Hunter O/F
- 29 3' Green Hunter U/S
- 16, 17, 18, 19 3'3" Green Hunter O/F
- 20 3'3" Green Hunter U/S

### YOUNG HUNTER – 5YR & U
- Fence Height: 2'9" (5yr&U); 3' (6yr&U); 3'3" (7yr&U);
- Entry Fee: FREE; see General Rules for Additional Young Horse information
- (*) Offered during Fall Tournament only
- 930, 931, 932, 933* 5yr & U Young Hunter O/F
- 934 5yr & U Young Hunter U/S
- 945, 946, 947*, 948* 6yr & U Young Hunter O/F
- 949 6yr & U Young Hunter U/S
- 950, 951, 952*, 953* 7yr & U Young Hunter O/F
- 954 7yr & U Young Hunter U/S

### 3'6" AMATEUR OWNER HUNTER 18-35 3'6" AMATEUR OWNER HUNTER 36+
- Fence Height: 3'6"; Entry Fee: $300/division Prize Money/class: $337.50 O/F, $150 U/S
- 171, 172, 173 3'6" A/O Hunter O/F 18-35 174
- 3'6" A/O Handy Hunter 18-35
- 175 3'6" A/O Hunter U/S 18-35
- 176, 177, 178 3'6" A/O Hunter O/F 36+
- 179 3'6" A/O Handy Hunter 36+
- 180 3'6" A/O Hunter U/S 36+

### YOUNG HUNTER – 6YR & U
- Fence Height: 3'6" (6yr&U); 3'3" (7yr&U);
- Entry Fee: FREE; see General Rules for Additional Young Horse information

### YOUNG HUNTER – 7YR & U
- Fence Height: 3'3" (7yr&U);
- Entry Fee: FREE; see General Rules for Additional Young Horse information
- (*) Offered during Fall Tournament only

### 3'3" AMATEUR OWNER HUNTER 18-35, 3'3" AMATEUR OWNER HUNTER 36+, *presented by the Chronicle of the Horse*
- Fence Height: 3'3"; Entry Fee: $265/division Prize Money/class: $281.25 O/F, $125 U/S
- 160, 161, 162 3'3" A/O Hunter O/F 18-35
- 163 3'3" A/O Handy Hunter 18-35
- 164 3'3" A/O Hunter U/S 18-35
- 195, 196, 197 3'3" A/O Hunter O/F 36+
- 198 3'3" A/O Handy Hunter 36+
- 199 3'3" A/O Hunter U/S 36+

### 3'6" SMALL JUNIOR HUNTER, 15 & U
*3'6" SMALL JUNIOR HUNTER, 16 - 17
3'6" LARGE JUNIOR HUNTER, 15 & U
3'6" LARGE JUNIOR HUNTER, 16 - 17*
- Fence Height: 3'6"; Entry Fee: $300/division Prize Money/class: $337.50, $150 U/S
- 130, 131, 132 3'6" Small Junior Hunter O/F, 15&U
- 133 3'6" Small Junior Handy Hunter, 15&U
- 134 3'6" Small Junior Hunter U/S, 15&U
- 140, 141, 142 3'6" Small Junior Hunter, 16-17
- 143 3'6" Small Junior Handy Hunter, 16-17
- 144 3'6" Small Junior Hunter U/S, 16-17
- 135, 136, 137 3'6" Large Junior Hunter O/F, 15&U
- 138 3'6" Large Junior Handy Hunter, 15&U
- 139 3'6" Large Junior Hunter U/S, 15&U
- 145, 146, 147 3'6" Large Junior Hunter O/F, 16-17
- 148 3'6" Large Junior Handy Hunter, 16-17
- 149 3'6" Large Junior Hunter U/S, 16-17

### 3'3" SMALL JUNIOR HUNTER, 3'3" LARGE JUNIOR HUNTER
- Fence Height: 3'3"; Entry Fee: $265/division Prize Money/class: $281.25 O/F, $125 U/S
- 640, 641, 642 3'3" Small Junior Hunter O/F
- 643 3'3" Small Junior Handy Hunter
- 644 3'3" Small Junior Hunter U/S
- 645, 646, 647 3'3" Large Junior Hunter
- 648 3'3" Large Junior Handy Hunter
- 649 3'3" Large Junior Hunter U/S

ThePlaceToJump.com
Fly First Class


Transporting the competitive horse world one flight at a time.

www.horseflight.com
(844) 832-5848
Follow & tag us: @horseflight
2023 Fall Series  
Rated Hunter Class Specifications

### SMALL/MEDIUM GREEN PONY HUNTER  
**LARGE GREEN PONY HUNTER**

- Fence Height: 2'3" (S); 2'6" (M); 2'9" (L)  
- Entry Fee: $200/division  
- Prize Money/class: $90 O/F, $40 U/S  
  (*) - Conformation

665*, 666, 667, 668 Sm/Med Green Pony Hunter  
O/F 669 Sm/Med Green Pony Hunter U/S

677*, 678, 679, 680 Large Green Pony Hunter  
681 Large Pony Hunter U/S

### SMALL/MEDIUM CHILDREN'S PONY HUNTERS  
**LARGE CHILDREN'S PONY HUNTERS**

See USHJA Zone 10 specs for cross-entry restrictions  
Fence Height: 2' (S/M); 2'6" (L)  
- Entry Fee: $65/class

90, 91, 92, 93 S/M Children’s Pony Hunter O/F  
94 S/M Children’s Hunter U/S

95, 96, 97, 98 Large Children’s Pony Hunter O/F  
99 Large Children’s Pony Hunter U/S

### SMALL PONY HUNTER  
**MEDIUM PONY HUNTER**  
**LARGE PONY HUNTER**

- Fence Height: 2'3" (S); 2'6" (M); 2'9" (L)  
- Entry Fee: $225/division  
- Prize Money/class: $202.50 O/F, $90 U/S  
  (*) - Conformation

65*, 66, 67 Small Pony Hunter O/F  
68 Small Pony Handy Hunter  
69 Small Pony Hunter U/S

71*, 72, 73 Medium Pony Hunter  
74 Medium Pony Handy Hunter  
75 Medium Pony Hunter U/S

77*, 78, 79 Large Pony Hunter O/F  
80 Large Pony Handy Hunter  
81 Large Pony Hunter U/S

---

ThePlaceToJump.com
MARY’S TACK & FEED
Serving the Equestrian Community for over 55 Years.

Animo • Ariat • Arion • Cavalleria Toscana • DeNiro • Dy’on • Edgewood • EquiFit

Mary’s Tack & Feed, 3675 Via De La Valle, Del Mar, Ca 92014, 858-755-2015

Marystock.com • 800-551-6299 • 858-333-8805 • 858-209-1075 • Social @marystackshop

Equiline • Kask • Ogilvy • One K • Prestige • Romfh • Samshield • Secchiari • Veredus
2023 Fall Series
Rated Hunter Class Specifications

**USHJA 2', 2’3", 2’6, 2’9” & 3’ HUNTER**

Not offered every show, see time schedules
Fence Height: 2’, 2’3", 2’6", 2’9”, OR 3’
Open to All; Entry Fee: $65/class

- 11,12,13,14 USHJA 3’ Hunter
  - 15 USHJA 3’ Hunter U/S
- 1,2,3,4 USHJA 2’9’ Hunter
  - 5 USHJA 2’9” Hunter U/S
- 6,7,8,9 USHJA 2’6” Hunter
  - 10 USHJA 2’6” Hunter U/S

970,971,972,973 USHJA 2’3” Hunter 974 USHJA 2’3”
Hunter U/S

960,961,962,963 USHJA 2’ Hunter 964 USHJA 2’
Hunter U/S

**LOW 2’6” CHILDREN’S LOW 2’6” ADULT HUNTER**

To count for Zone 10 Low Child & Low Adult HOTY awards. -- See USHJA Zone 10 specs for further info & cross entry restrictions
Fence Height: 2’6”
Entry Fee: $65/class

- 630,631,632,633 Low 2’6” Adult Hunter
  - 634 Low Adult Hunter U/S
- 635,636,637,638 Low 2’6” Children’s Hunter
  - 639 Low 2’6” Child Hunter U/S

**USHJA 2’9” JUNIOR / AMATEUR HUNTER**

Open to all Junior and Amateur Riders; To count towards USHJA 2’9” HOTY Awards
Fence Height: 2’9”
Entry Fee: $65/class

- 114,115,116,117 USHJA 2’9” Junior Hunter
  - 118 USHJA 2’9” Junior Hunter U/S
- 660,661,662,663 USHJA 2’9” Amateur Hunter
  - 664 USHJA 2’9” Amateur Hunter U/S

**ADULT AMATEUR HUNTER 18-35**

*presented by FarmVet*

**ADULT AMATEUR HUNTER 36-50**

*presented by Horse Hair Analysis*

**ADULT AMATEUR HUNTER 51&O**

*presented by Ritz Carlton Laguna Niguel*

See USHJA Zone 10 specs for cross-entry restrictions
Fence Height: 3’; Entry Fee: $65/class

- 150-153 A/A Hunter O/F 18-35
  - 154 A/A Hunter U/S 18-35
- 155-158 A/A Hunter O/F 36-50
  - 159 A/A Hunter U/S 36-50
- 165-168 A/A Hunter O/F 51+
  - 169 A/A Hunter U/S 51+

**CHILDREN’S HUNTER 13&U**

**CHILDREN’S HUNTER 14-17**

See USHJA Zone 10 specs for cross-entry restrictions
Fence Height: 3’; Entry Fee: $65/class

- 119-122 Children’s Hunter O/F 13&U
  - 123 Children’s Hunter U/S 13&U
- 124-127 Children’s Hunter O/F 14-17
  - 128 Children’s Hunter U/S 14-17
Created by equine professionals to meet the demands & unique risks of equestrians.

As an employee-owned company, our pride in ownership drives us to be an insurance agency unlike any other.
2023 Fall Series
Non-Rated Hunter Class Specifications

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED: Refer to the Tentative Time Schedules for specific scheduling; All classes to be judged on performance and soundness; Three must compete in order for points to count for all USEF/PCHA rated classes; two must compete in order for points to count for all non-rated classes. A minimum of two Over Fences and one Under Saddle Class must be held for a Division to be considered complete. Champion and Reserve Champion title will be awarded to two of the four horses acquiring the most points over fences in each applicable section. In addition to these points, only these four horses will receive full points for under saddle classes; Points to determine awards are as follows: 10, 6, 4, 2, 1, & ½; Trophy & Ribbons 1 – 8 to be awarded.

To be eligible for Opportunity classes, a rider may not ride in any classes other than opportunity. All Opportunity classes will be held in accordance with GR821. Riders/ drivers/handlers entered only in these classes are exempt from the Federation membership requirements and are not required to pay a nonmember fee but are required to list the Federation membership number if the participant is a member.

### 3'3" MODIFIED HUNTER*
*pending time constraints these classes may cancel
Not offered each show, see time schedule
Open to All; Fence Height: 3’3”
Entry Fee: $55/class
100, 101, 102, 103 3’3” Mod Hunter O/F

### 3’3” MODIFIED JR/AMATEUR HUNTER*
*pending time constraints these classes may cancel
Open to All JRs and Amateurs; Fence Height: 3’3”
Entry Fee: $55/class
Not offered per show, see time schedule
110, 111, 112, 113 3’3” Mod JR/AM Hunter O/F

### GREEN RIDER CHILDREN'S HUNTER
GREEN RIDER ADULT AMATEUR HUNTER
Open to All Junior and Amateur Riders; Riders may not cross enter into any class exceeding 2’6’’. Fence Height: 2’3’’; Entry Fee: $55/class
605, 606 Green Rider Children's Hunter O/F
607 Green Rider Children's Hunter U/S
608, 609 Green Rider Adult Amateur Hunter O/F
610 Green Rider Adult Amateur Hunter U/S

### SCHOOLING HUNTER
Entry Fee: $55/class - see time schedule for heights
700,701,702,703,704 Schooling Hunter O/F

### SHORT STIRRUP OPPORTUNITY HUNTER
LONG STIRRUP OPPORTUNITY HUNTER
Open to all Junior or Amateur Riders. Riders may not cross enter into classes exceeding 2’3”. Fence Height: 2’; Entry Fee: $55/class
Classes will be combined if less than three entries per division.
617, 618 Short Stirrup Opp Hunter O/F
619 Short Stirrup Opp Hunter U/S
620, 621 Long Stirrup Opp Hunter O/F
622 Long Stirrup Opp Hunter U/S

### CROSS RAIL OPPORTUNITY HUNTER
Open to All Junior and Amateur Riders; Riders may not cross enter into any class exceeding 2’
Fence Height: 18”; Canter is optional O/F
Entry Fee: $55/class
470, 471 Cross Rail Opportunity Hunter O/F
472 Cross Rail Opportunity Hunter U/S

Good luck!
Meet The Vet Who Pioneered Horse Hair Analysis
Dr. Mark DePaolo has been practicing veterinary medicine for over 20 years. He became interested in nutrition and made it a focus of his practice early in his career.

Dr. DePaolo firmly believes Horse Hair Analysis® can benefit many horses who are not reaching their full potential due to various physical or mental setbacks. His knowledgeable and caring approach can have a positive impact on your horse’s health!

The Basics Of Horse Hair Analysis
Many of today’s equine problems are nutritionally related. Use this cutting edge program to help your horse regain optimum health and performance.

You will receive a thorough 15-page report complete with comprehensive graphs detailing each mineral and metal level. A phone consultation with Dr. DePaolo to review the results and discuss the custom formulated supplement for your horse is included.

Customized Supplement For Optimum Health
The HHA Personal Supplement™ that DePaolo Equine Concepts will make for your horse based on the Horse Hair Analysis® lab results will help to bring the deficient levels of vitamins and minerals into a healthier range. If toxic levels of heavy metals are found, they will be chelated (detoxed) by this customized supplement.

For less than $1 per day, provide your horse with a personalized formula of bio-available minerals and detoxifying ingredients.
2023 Fall Series
Hunter Classics Specifications

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED: Refer to the Tentative Time Schedules for specific scheduling; refer to individual organizations for specific league, specs, rules, etc.

HUNTER CLASSIC ELIGIBILITY/ORDER OF GO: Horse/pony must have entered, shown and completed the course in at least two classes over fences in their respective division; AND MUST be declared by the closing of entries the day before competing in the first round; Horses/ponies declared after such time will be considered post entries and if space permits and if entry is accepted will automatically be placed first in the order of go; All posted orders will be drawn and posted by approximately 6:45AM the day of the Highlight Class/Classic, except where otherwise specified;

HUNTER CLASSIC FORMAT/SCORING: SECOND over fences class in each respective division is to count as the FIRST ROUND of respective Classic – also see (*) symbol in corresponding time schedules; Both rounds to be scored under the open numerical judging system; at least the top 12 if available or one-third of entries will return for the second round; If a horse or pony is eliminated in the first round of competition, they may not return for the second round. If a horse or pony does not return for the second round or is eliminated during the second round, a score of zero will be combined with the first round score and the horse/ronder combination will be placed accordingly. Scores will be totaled from both rounds to determine the winners. All overall ties to be broken by using second round score. All Classics to award points towards USEF HOTY awards but not towards Show Champion;

HUNTER CLASSIC & DERBY ATTIRE/AWARDS: Formal Attire Required; Trophy to first. Ribbons through 12th place and prize money divided as follows: 30%, 22%, 15%, 10%, 7%, 6%, 5%, 5%; If an awards ceremony is conducted at minimum the winner (Classic) / Top 12 (Derby) will be requested to be present - see paddock master for info.

190 - CPHA 3’/ 3’3” GREEN HUNTER INCENTIVE STAKE*, Entry Fee: $50; Prize Money: $500 - Fall Tournament
194 – CPHA 3’6”/3’9” GREEN HUNTER INCENTIVE STAKE*, Entry Fee: $50; Prize Money: $500 - Fall Tournament

*Final Qualifier for the 2023 $25,000+ CPHA West Coast Green Hunter Incentive Championships to be held during Blenheim Fall Tournament, Sept 13-17, 2023

955 – Mary’s Tack & Feed YOUNG HUNTER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $100; Prize Money: $1000; Fences 2’9”, 3’, 3’3”
To count towards the 2023 Blenheim EquiSports Young Hunter Program Circuit Classic Award, to be presented prior to the $10,000 Finals held during International Jumping Festival, September 20-24, 2023

182 – 3’6” Marshall & Sterling Insurance A/O HUNTER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $150; Prize Money: $1500
184 – 3’3” Espoir Equestrian A/O HUNTER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $150; Prize Money: $1500

181 – 3’6” Equi Lifestyle Boutique JUNIOR HUNTER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $150; Prize Money: $1500
191 – 3’3” The Plaid Horse JUNIOR HUNTER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $150; Prize Money: $1500

85 – Equi PONY HUNTER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $100; Prize Money: $1000; Fences: 2’3”; 2’6”; 2’9”
682 – GREEN PONY HUNTER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $100; Prize Money: 1000; Fences: 2’3”; 2’6”; 2’9”

850 - CHILDREN’S PONY HUNTER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $40; Fences 2’ & 2’6” - Blenheim Fall Tournament

129 – Riderzon NAL CHILDREN’S HUNTER CLASSIC - Fall Tournament
183 – Horse Hair Analysis NAL ADULT AMATEUR HUNTER CLASSIC - Fall Tournament

^ Entry Fee: $100; Prize Money $1000, Fences 3’
Qualifiers for the North American League (NAL) Finals East/National & West – West Coast final to be held during Blenheim International Jumping Festival September 20-24, 2023
Wishing all of our riders and horses a successful show season.
2023 Fall Series
Feature Competitions

$25,000 CPHA GREEN HUNTER INCENTIVE CHAMPIONSHIPS, 3'3" & 3'6"/3'9"

Prize Money: 1st – 30% 2nd - 22% 3rd – 13% 4th – 8% 5th – 6% 6th – 5% 7th – 4% 8th – 3% 9th – 3% 10th – 2% 11th – 2% 12th - 2% & added money from CPHA Incentive Nomination Fees

To be held during Blenheim Fall Tournament - see CPHA.org for program specifications. Open to all eligible Green Hunters enrolled in the CPHA Green Hunter Incentive Program - see program specs for eligibility; In addition to the required Horse Show entry process and requirements, all Championship, trainers, and riders must be CPHA Members. Order of Go: Random Draw with Lower Height to jump first in each Championship.

1190 - $15,000 3'3" CPHA GREEN HUNTER INCENTIVE CHAMPIONSHIPS - Entry Fee: $525
1194 - $10,000 3'6"/3'9" CPHA GREEN HUNTER INCENTIVE CHAMPIONSHIPS - Entry Fee: $350

$10,000 BLENHEIM YOUNG HUNTER CHAMPIONSHIPS, honoring Marcia "Mousie" Williams

Prize Money: $10,000, 1st – 30% 2nd - 22% 3rd – 13% 4th – 8% 5th – 6% 6th – 5% 7th – 4% 8th – 3% 9th – 3% 10th – 2% 11th – 2% 12th - 2% & Presentation of the Horse Flight Young Hunter Circuit Award

To be held during International Jumping Festival - see ThePlaceToJump.com for program specifications. Eligibility: Open to all Age Verified Horses aged 7 years of age and under; in order for points to count towards USEF HOTY, horses must have competed in two over fence classes during International Jumping Festival. Fences: 7 & Under: 3'3"; 6 & Under: 3'; 5 & under: 2'9". Order of go & Format: Random Draw, with 7yr & Under (3'3") to jump first in Round 1; 5 yr olds & Under (2'9") to jump first in Round Two.

170 - $10,000 Blenheim Young Hunter Championships - Entry Fee: $350
Stop by our Mobile Store on Show Grounds!

AFTER THE SHOW SHOP ONLINE AT FARMVET.COM OR CALL 888.837.3626!
$10,000 NORTH AMERICAN LEAGUE (NAL) HUNTER FINALS, WEST COAST

Prize Money: 30%, 22%, 15%, 10%, 7%, 6%, 5%, 5%

To be held during International Jumping Festival - see www.ryegate.com/nal.php for program specifications. Open to the Top 30 rider/horse combinations per the 2023 NAL Qualifying Season; should space still permit once exhausting the West Coast Standings List (as of August 31, 2023), entries participating at the International Jumping Festival will be accepted based on results/standings from their performance in their respective division classes and will be placed by random draw at the beginning of the start order. All entries must be members of the NAL to be considered. Riders may qualify more than one horse per final.

Order of Go: Random Draw To be scored under the open numerical judging system using two judges (where available). To be shown over a course approximately 10 jumps not to exceed 3'0" in height with spreads to 3'0". The twelve horses with the highest scores from the first round will return to jump a second round over a different course. In the event of equality affecting the selection of the top twelve, all those equal will qualify. The scores of the twelve horses in the second round will be added to the first-round scores and placed in order of their total score for the two rounds. Horses tied for first place only will jump a third round over a shortened course. Ties for all other places will remain tied. Order of go for the NAL Finals will be reverse order of standings in the 2023 North American League, West; all others that qualify prior to the closing date will be randomly placed at the beginning of the start order; Trophy to first, ribbons thru 8th place.

183 - $5,000 NAL ADULT HUNTER WEST COAST FINALS - Entry Fee: $250
129 - $5,000 NAL CHILDREN'S HUNTER WEST COAST FINALS - Entry Fee: $250

ThePlaceToJump.com
- NEW COLLECTION -

Antarès Girths

Antarès Sellier USA
210 N 21st Street Purcellville, VA 20132 United States
800-250-9284
info@antaressaddle.com

Discover on antares-sellier.com
PERFORM WITH ANTARÈS
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Equitation Class Specifications

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED: Refer to the Tentative Time Schedules for specific scheduling; All age group classes that are USEF/ PCHA rated require three to compete for points to count; all others require two. A minimum of two over fences and one Flat class must be held for all age group sections/divisions to be considered complete and eligible for Champion & Reserve Champion honors. Champion & Reserve Champion title to be awarded to two of the four riders acquiring the most points over fences in each applicable section/division; only the top four riders to receive full points for flat classes; Points to determine awards are as follows: 10, 6, 4, 2, 1 & ½; Trophy & Ribbons 1 – 8 to be awarded; Refer to individual organizations for specific league, specs, rules, etc. Entry Fee: $55/class.

To be eligible for Opportunity classes, a rider may not ride in any classes other than opportunity. All Opportunity classes will be held in accordance with GR821. Riders/ drivers/handlers entered only in these classes are exempt from the Federation membership requirements and are not required to pay a nonmember fee but are required to list the Federation membership number if the participant is a member.

AGE GROUP EQUITATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>412, 413 EQ 15 - 17 O/F 3'3&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414 EQ 15 - 17 Flat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406,407 EQ 12 - 14 O/F 3'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409 EQ 12 - 14 Flat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401,402 EQ 11&amp;U O/F 2'6&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404 EQ 11&amp;U Flat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431,432 18&amp;O 3'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433 18&amp;O Flat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GREEN RIDER CHILDREN'S EQUITATION

GREEN RIDER ADULT AMATEUR EQUITATION

Open to All Junior and Amateur Riders; Riders may not cross enter into any class exceeding 2'6".
Fence Height: 2'3"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>460, 461 Green Rider Children’s EQ O/F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462 Green Rider Children’s EQ U/S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463, 464 Green Rider Adult Amateur EQ O/F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>465 Green Rider Adult Amateur EQ U/S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LIMIT EQUITATION

Fences 2'9" - All Ages
425, 426 Limit EQ O/F
428 Limit EQ Flat

SHORT STIRRUP OPPORTUNITY EQ
LONG STIRRUP OPPORTUNITY EQ

Open to all Junior or Amateur Riders.
Riders may not cross enter into classes exceeding 2'3".
Fence Height: 2'
Classes will be combined if less than three entries per division.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>450, 451 Short Stirrup Opp EQ O/F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454 Short Stirrup Opp EQ Flat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455, 456 Long Stirrup Opp EQ O/F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459 Long Stirrup Opp EQ Flat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WALK/TROT

Open to all Junior Riders 12 & U. Riders may only cross enter into Cross Rail Opportunity Hunters at the same show.
805, 807 Walk – Trot EQ Flat
806, 808 Walk – Trot EQ Poles

MODIFIED JUNIOR/AMATEUR EQUITATION

Open to all Junior & Adult Amateur Riders
Fences 2'9"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>466, 467 Modified JR/Amateur EQ O/F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468 Modified JR/Amateur EQ Flat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CROSS RAIL OPPORTUNITY EQUITATION

Open to All Junior and Amateur Riders; Riders may not cross enter into any class exceeding 2'
Fence Height: 18": Cantering is optional O/F
Entry Fee: $55/class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>415,416 Cross Rail EQUITATION O/F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417 Cross Rail EQUITATION FLAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dover Saddlery® is a proud sponsor of the 1.30m Junior Amateur Jumper Classic and Blenheim EquiSports Horse Show.

Best of luck to all competitors.
The WCE Medal finals will be held Thurs-Sat during the Las Vegas National Horse Show.

Rate for this horse show. Please see the Blenheim Prize List for further information.

This is a wonderful opportunity to ride in a prestigious arena along with some of the best riders in the world. See the CPHA website for specifications. www.cpha.org

Thank you Sponsors!
DaMoor’s Feed and Tack
Outdoor Outfitters, Tonya and Lexie Looker
Blenheim Equisports
Harlow’s Heavenly treats.

For further information on the CPHA Foundation as well as donation and sponsorship opportunities contact the CPHA office at: 818-955-9500. CPHA Foundation is a non-profit organization. Donations are tax deductible to the fullest extent permitted by law.
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MEDAL CLASSES

Unless otherwise stated, all Medal classes require 3 to complete the first round/course;
Entry Fee: $60/class, exception: Classes 504, 505, 506, 515, 522 - $80 due to USEF added $15 surcharge.

500 – Onandarka Medal - 12&U; Fences 3'
501 – CPHA Foundation – All Ages; Fences 3'3''
502 – NHSAA/ASPCA Maclay – 17&U; Fences 3'6''
503 – CPHA JR Medal – 17&U; Fences 3'6''
504 – Platinum Performance USEF Show Jumping Talent Search – 21&U; Fences 3'9''
505 – Dover/USEF Hunter Seat Medal – 17&U; Fences 3'6''
506 – USEF Adult Hunter Seat Medal – 18&O; Fences 3'3''
507 – Foxfield Medal Class – 18&O; Fences 3'3''
508 – PCHA Horsemanship – 14&U; Fences 3'3''
509 – PCHA Adult Medal – 35+; Fences 3'3''
510 – PCHA Adult Medal – 18-34; Fences 3'3''
511 – CPHA Foundation WCE Medal – All Ages; Fences 1.10m
512 - OCHSA Horsemanship - All Ages; Fences 2'9'' - 3'; 3 to Fill
513 - OCHSA EQ Medal - All Ages; Fences 2'6''; 3 to Fill
514 - OCHSA 2'6'' Medal - All Ages; Fences 2'6''; 3 to Fill
515 - USEF / NCEA Jr Medal – 17&U; Fences 3'3''; 1 to Fill
516 – WIHS 1516 Hunter & 2516 Jumper Phase – 17&U; Fences 3'6''
517 – THIS Children’s Medal – 17&U; Fences 2'9'' - 3'; 1 to Fill
518 – Ariat Adult Medal – 18&O; Fences 2'9'' - 3'; 1 to Fill
519 – Hamel Foundation NHS 3'3'' Medal – 17&U; Fences 3'3''
520 – Emo Ins/USHJA 3'3'' Jumping Seat Medal – 17&U; Fences 3'3''
521 – WIHS Pony - 17&U; Fences – division height
522 – M&S USEF Pony – 17&U; Fences – division height
523 – CPHA Amateur – 18&O; Fences 3'6''
526 – CPHA Child/Adult – All Ages; Fences 3'
527 – CPHA Style of Riding – Fences 1.0m
528 – CPHA Horsemanship – All Ages; Fences 2'6''
529 – THIS ADULT MEDAL – 18+ Amateurs; Fences 3'
530 – USHJA 3'3'' Adult Jumping Seat Medal – 18+, Fences 3'3''
532 – LAHJA JR MEDAL – 17&U; Fences 3'3'' – A category
533 – LAHJA SR MEDAL – 18&O; Fences 3'3'' – A category
534 – PCHA 2'9'' JR/AM MEDAL – All Ages; Fences 2'9''
535 – USHJA 3'3'' Hunt Seat Medal – 17&U; Fences 3'3''

Reminder, all first-place class prizes are located in the Show Office.

ThePlaceToJump.com
You Don't Mess With Safety

Riderzon Safety Lineup

SafeFit Safety Vest by Seaver
Safe-On Stirrups by Flex-on

Scan Here to Get Exclusive Discounts on Safety Vests and Safety Stirrups

Ellesse Gundersen

www.riderzon.com
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NHSAA/ASPCA MACLAY REGION 8 CHAMPIONSHIP

To be held during Blenheim Fall Tournament; Judges: Geoff Case & Heidi D'Angelo

COMPETING IN REGIONALS FOR THE 2023 COMPETITION YEAR IS OPTIONAL -- PLEASE SEE THE COMPLETE SPECS ONLINE AT NHS.ORG FOR DETAILS.

2023 COMPETITION SPECS: All contestants are required to perform over at least eight fences at 3’6” in height with or without wings and include at least one change of lead, a combination included an oxer and 1/3 of the obstacles must be oxers. In addition, all courses must include at least three of the following: 1. Bending line, 2. Narrow jump (6’ – 8’), 3. Roll-back turn; 4. End fence, 5. Long approach to a single jump. Riders are to be judged on seat, hands, guidance, and control of horse. Two refusals will eliminate. Use of the open numerical system of judging not to be used. After completion of the jumping phase, a minimum of twelve (12) riders, if available, are required to show at a walk, trot, and canter. At the sole discretion of the judges, additional flat work may be called for, but all groups must be asked to perform the same tests. No more than twenty (20) riders at a time may be asked to work together in a group. The flat performance of those riders selected to show in the flat phase shall count 50%. Changing of bit/bridle between phases is permissible. After the flat phase the Judges may request further testing using USEF tests 1-23. The Judges will select a Champion, Reserve Champion, and Third through Tenth place finishers at each Regionals. When the Regionals are completed, the judge’s cards will be immediately sealed. The judge’s cards and a detailed copy of the course diagram will be emailed directly to the NHSAA office.

525 - NHSAA/ASPCA MACLAY REGION 8 CHAMPIONSHIPS - $150.00

Entries and Entry Closing Dates for Regionals
*NEW 2023* Entries for the Regional Maclay Championship classes should be sent to each host competition on their official entry form. Entries are not to be sent to NHSAA. Check each host competition prize list for their closing date of entries.
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THIS NATIONAL HORSE SHOW ADULT EQUITATION AREA CHAMPIONSHIP

HAMEL FOUNDATION NHS 3’3” EQUITATION AREA CHAMPIONSHIP

To be held during Blenheim Fall Tournament; Judges: Geoff Case & Heidi D'Angelo

COMPETING IN THESE AREA CHAMPIONSHIPS ARE OPTIONAL -- PLEASE SEE THE COMPLETE SPECS ONLINE AT NHS.ORG FOR DETAILS.

2023 COMPETITION SPECS: All contestants are required to perform over at least eight fences at the respective height (3’ - THIS; 3’3” - NHS Hamel) with or without wings and include at least one change of lead, a combination included an oxer and 1/3 of the obstacles must be oxers. In addition, all courses must include at least three of the following: 1. Bending line, 2. Narrow jump (6’ - 8’), 3. Roll-back turn; 4. End fence, 5. Long approach to a single jump. Riders are to be judged on seat, hands, guidance, and control of horse. Two refusals will eliminate. Use of the open numerical system of judging not to be used. After completion of the jumping phase, a minimum of twelve (12) riders, if available, are required to show at a walk, trot, and canter. At the sole discretion of the judges, additional flat work may be called for, but all groups must be asked to perform the same tests. No more than twenty (20) riders at a time may be asked to work together in a group. The flat performance of those riders selected to show in the flat phase shall count 50%. Changing of bit/bridle between phases is permissible. After the flat phase the Judges may request further testing using USEF tests 1-23. The Judges will select a Champion, Reserve Champion, and Third through Tenth place finishers at each Regionals. When the Regionals are completed, the judge’s cards will be immediately sealed. The judge’s cards and a detailed copy of the course diagram will be emailed directly to the NHSAA office.

526 - THIS NATIONAL HORSE SHOW ADULT EQUITATION AREA CHAMPIONSHIPS, FENCES 3’ - $150.00

527 - HAMEL FOUNDATION NHS 3’3” EQUITATION AREA CHAMPIONSHIPS, FENCES 3’3” - $150.00
Follow @USEquestrian & @USAJumping on social media for behind-the-scenes coverage of the Longines FEI Jumping Nations Cup™ USA

JOIN THE

at USEquestrian.org

Sign up for a Free USEF Fan Account today!
Gain access to the USEF Network’s Live Content, MemberPerks Discounts, Learning Center Library & more!
For more information, visit usef.org/fan
To be held during the International Jumping Festival; A separate prize list complete with specifications is printed by the USEF for these finals. Riders must enter on the entry blank that can be found in the prize list, or online at usef.org/talentsearch. Riders can also contact Steven Morrissey at US Equestrian: SMorrissey@Usef.org.

Judges: Linda Hough & Lauren Hough

CLASS #525 – PLATINUM PERFORMANCE/USEF SHOW JUMPING TALENT SEARCH FINALS, WEST - Entry Fee: $350
CLASS #1525 – TALENT SEARCH WARM-UP CLASS - Entry Fee: $100

REMINDER: DURING THE WEEK OF THE FINALS: During the week of the Finals, PRIOR TO THE FINALS and up thru the CONCLUSION of the Finals, Finals West horses may only compete in Class #231 (1.15m) held in the Oaks International Field on Thursday and the official Warm Up Class (#1525) which will be held in the Oaks International Field on Friday. The Warm Up Class will be open to Platinum Performance/USEF Show Jumping Talent Search Finals competitors only. Riders may ride more than one horse in the Warm Up Class and must declare their Platinum Performance/USEF Show Jumping Talent Search Finals horse to the Show Secretary no later than one hour prior to the start of the Flat Phase. ONLY RIDERS MAY COURSE WALK THE WARM UP AND ALL PHASES OF THE FINALS.

The Warm Up Class course will consist of approximately 8 obstacles and will include a water jump (with or without a pole). Each rider will have 90 seconds in the arena and will be free to jump any flagged obstacle, including multiple times, but rules regarding eliminations for refusals and falls will be enforced (A MAXIMUM OF TWO REFUSALS IS ALLOWED).

A Rider & Trainer meeting will be held in the VIP Medal Club 30 mins after the conclusion of the Warm Up.
WHAT ARE YOU MISSING?

NEWS YOU NEED, ANALYSIS, PERSONALITIES, IN-DEPTH FEATURES, STUNNING PHOTOGRAPHY AND MUCH MORE!

THE CHRONICLE OF THE HORSE & UNTACKED

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

ONLINE AT WWW.COTH.COM/SUBSCRIBE OR CALL 800.877.5467
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SCHOOLING AREA RULES & PROTOCOLS PER USHJA EQUITATION TASK FORCE

- Official schooling area will be set one hour before the start of the competition.
- Schooling fences will be set as a straight line of oxers across the middle of the official schooling area.
- Each jump will have at least four standards, four rails and eight cups.
- Each jump must be flagged.
- Each jump may be set as an ozer.
- Each jump may be set as a vertical.
- Each jump may be set as a combination (Bounce, One Stride or Two Strides)
- Tarps (vinyl panels) and coolers are to be allowed. These may be used on the jump, under the jump or on the ground in front of or behind the jump. If they are used on the ground in front of or behind the jump they must be set on the ground a minimum of 9 feet and a maximum of 21 feet from the jump in either direction. They may not be set in such a way that they interfere with either the approach or landing of another jump.
- Straight lines may not be set.
- Bending lines may not be set.
- All other USEF Schooling Rules for the Equitation section will be enforced

EMO INSURANCE USHJA 3’3″ JUMPING SEAT MEDAL FINALS, WEST
USHJA 3’3″ ADULT JUMPING SEAT MEDAL FINALS, WEST

To be held during the International Jumping Festival; For official Finals specifications, format, and qualifying criteria see www.ushja.org.

CLASS #520 - USHJA 3’3″ JUMPING SEAT MEDAL FINALS, WEST - Entry Fee: $150.00
CLASS #530 - USHJA 3’3″ ADULT JUMPING SEAT MEDAL FINALS, WEST - Entry Fee: $150.00

CLASS #1520 - USHJA 3’3″ JUMPING SEAT MEDAL FINALS WARM-UP – Entry Fee: $75.00
CLASS #1530 - USHJA 3’3″ ADULT JUMPING SEAT MEDAL FINALS WARM UP - Entry Fee: $75.00

Open only to riders who are competing in the Finals. Riders may compete more than one horse & must jump posted course; Fences set at 3’3”; TWO (2) refusals will result in elimination; upon one hour after the completion of the Warm-Up, all entries must be properly declared in the horse show office identifying which horse riders will be competing.

ThePlaceToJump.com
2023 EMO Insurance/USHJA 3’3” Jr Jumping Seat Medal Finals
A Unique Equitation Finals Experience at 3’3”

WEST COAST:
International Jumping Festival
• Sept. 20 - 24, 2023 •
RANCHO MISSION VIEJO RIDING PARK
San Juan Capistrano, CA

EAST COAST:
Capital Challenge Horse Show
• Sept. 27 - 30, 2023 •
PRINCE GEORGE’S EQUESTRIAN CENTER
Upper Marlboro, MD

Qualifying period is from August 2, 2022 to August 1, 2023 • Juniors need 15 points to qualify for the finals

USHJA 3’3” Adult Jumping Seat Medal Finals

WEST COAST:
International Jumping Festival
• Sept. 20 - 24, 2023 •
RANCHO MISSION VIEJO RIDING PARK
San Juan Capistrano, CA

EAST COAST:
HITS on the Hudson VIII
• Sept. 6 - 10, 2023 •
HITS ON THE HUDSON
Saugerties, NY

Qualifying period is from August 2, 2022 to August 1, 2023 • Adults need to complete 3 classes or earn 10 points to qualify for finals

More info can be found at ushja.org/jumpseatmedal
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USHJA 3’3” HUNTER SEAT MEDAL FINALS, WEST SPECIFICATIONS

To be held during the International Jumping Festival; For the official Finals specifications, format, and qualifying criteria see www.ushja.org.

CLASS #534: USHJA 3’3” HUNTER SEAT MEDAL FINALS, WEST – Entry Fee: $150

WARM UP: Class #532 - $75.00 – Rider’s Must Jump Posted Course – 2 refusals will eliminate; Open to all, Fences set at 3’3”.

AWARDS: Ribbons will be awarded first through twelfth place for overall placings. The presentation of awards is to be given in reverse order.

SCHOOLING REQUIREMENTS: Horses are required to be stabled on the competition grounds a minimum of twelve hours before the start of the competition and must adhere to the USHJA Equitation Committee Schooling Area Protocols. Trainers/Coaches are permitted to ride and school competitors horses; Trainers/Coaches are permitted to walk Rounds 1 and 2 with the competitors.

CONTACTS: If questions arise pertaining to the USHJA 3’3” Hunter Seat Medal that cannot be answered by the Show Steward or Competition Management based on the class specifications provided, please contact one of the following USHJA representatives: USHJA Equitation - (859) 225-6700; Robin Rost Brown, Chair of the USHJA Joint Equitation Task Force - (973) 222-8523; Mary Babick, USHJA President - (732) 239-1235

good luck
West Coast Finals qualifying runs from August 2, 2022 to August 1, 2023

2022 West Coast Winner
Greenley Achuck

**USHJA 3’3” Hunter Seat Medal Finals**

**EAST:**
New England Equitation Championships
Eastern States Exposition Center
West Springfield, Massachusetts
OCT. 18 - 22, 2023

East Coast Finals qualifying runs from August 2, 2022 to September 1, 2023.

2022 East Coast Winner,
Eleanor Pieters

Juniors must accumulate a minimum of 10 points to qualify.

West: Blenheim International Jumping Festival
San Juan Capistrano, CA
SEPT. 20 - 24, 2023

**OFFICIAL SPONSORS**

Learn more at ushja.org/hunterseatmedal
FOXFIELD MEDAL FINALS

To be held during Blenheim Fall Tournament - Full rules and regulations can be found online at pchashows.com

CLASS #507 - FOXFIELD MEDAL FINALS - ENTRY FEE: $100.00

AWARDS: Rounds 1 & 2 – Ribbons thru 10th for each Round; Overall Top 10 – 1st: Trophy and Cooler; Cooler for 2nd; Sashes to 10th.

ELIGIBILITY: Open to riders that have qualified accumulating at least 10 points in the Foxfield Medal since the 2022 Finals. To be judged on equitation over a course of fences 3'3 in height. The first & second round is a drawn order by qualifiers; Each round will be scored by two judges that are seated apart and scores will be announced after each round. Scores from both rounds will be averaged for a final score. Any rider(s) within 3 percentage points of the top score will be required to work off. If there is a work off, the judges will sit together. top 10 scores overall will ride for awards & sashes. The winner of the Finals is ineligible to participate in any future Foxfield Medal Class.

#801 - FOXFIELD MEDAL FINALS WARM UP - $75, MUST JUMP DESIGNATED COURSE – OPEN TO ALL TRAINERS, RIDERS, AND HORSES ENTERED IN THE FOXFIELD MEDAL FINALS

#802 - FOXFIELD MEDAL FINALS WARM UP - $75, MUST JUMP DESIGNATED COURSE – OPEN TO ALL RIDERS, AND HORSES ENTERED IN THE FOXFIELD MEDAL FINALS
2023 Fall Series
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PCHA 2'9" JR/AM MEDAL FINALS - SOUTH

To be held during Blenheim Fall Tournament - Full rules and regulations can be found online at pchashows.com

CLASS #508 - PCHA 2'9" JR/AM MEDAL FINALS - ENTRY FEE: $100.00

SPECIFICATIONS: To be judged by at least 2 judges sitting separately, held over 2 rounds with a work-off of the riders achieving the top 4 scores, plus anyone within 1 point of the 4th place score. The judges may sit together for the work-off. USEF tests 1-15 can be used for the work-off. The work off score will be added to the rider’s total but will NOT be announced.

DRAW: The order-of-go for Round 1 & Round 2 will be drawn. ALL Riders will return for Round 2.

AWARDS: Ribbons awarded 1st through 10th. Ties will remain tied and riders will flip for ribbons. Ribbons awarded 1st through 10th for Round 2. The winner of the Finals is no longer eligible to compete in this class. Trophy/Bronze sponsored by Raizy Goffman, to be presented.

Good Luck
Tex Sutton
Equine Air Transportation
The Choice of Champions Since 1969

Every Seat is
FIRST CLASS!

- Walk-On Ramp Loading
- Direct Flights
- Climate-Controlled Cabin

WWW.TEXSUTTON.COM

KY & MIDWEST
Buddy Fife
502-419-4540

NY & MID- ATLANTIC
Larry Ulrich
518-470-6531

FL & SOUTHEAST
Margo Hudson
352-497-6062

CA & WEST COAST
Greg Otteson
626-482-2923
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USEF Jumper Class Specifications

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED: Refer to the Tentative Time Schedules for specific scheduling & tables; Management reserves the right to change tables in all jumper classes with adequate notice to exhibitors.

JUMPER NOMINATING & HORSE RECORDING: Horses entered in any classes offered at 1.20m or above that pay prize money must pay a $75 nominating fee; All horses must be recorded with the USHJA and any change of a recorded horse's name and/or ownership MUST be recorded with the USEF in accordance with JP 100. Young Jumpers, if only showing in age-restricted classes, plus one additional non-prize money class, are exempt from the per horse Nominating Fee;

ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible to compete, all entries must be properly registered and recorded with the Show Office and unless otherwise stated, all competition declarations must be made by 3:00pm the day prior to each competition. See the General Rules and Regulations for detailed entry policy information.

COMPETITION JUMPING ORDERS: Competitions in the Jumper Rings will be assigned by Management a specific start and end time; competitions held at the same height and listed together on the time schedule will be run concurrently. Per JP 112, Management will institute a Posted Order to determine the Start Order for all Grand Prix and competitions held in the Grand Prix Ring, all competitions $5000 or greater, plus the highest placing money class per section; Management may also institute a Posted Order to determine the Start Order for all other jumping competitions. Failure to enter the ring within one minute after an audible signal to proceed is given incurs elimination. If a Management determined Posted Order is not implemented, all jumping orders will be conducted using the Exhibitor Sign Up method which allows all entries properly entered, the option to sign up for a competition time slot/jumping position online from 6:00pm - 5:00am prior thru Showgroundslive.com OR in person using the official signup sheets at the tent by the main food stand from 6:30am - 7:30am prior. Entries failing to make their scheduled time slot/jumping position within one minute of their scheduled start time may be allowed to compete at the discretion of the Paddock Steward if a time slot becomes available and only if the entry competes prior to the proposed competition end time. Entries failing to sign up for time slot/start position will not be allowed to compete unless authorization is granted by the Technical Coordinator or Show Management. Riders and trainers who have conflicts due to jumping positions commencing at the same time in multiple rings are required to consult the Paddock Steward or Technical Coordinator prior to the start time of the competition(s) in question so that necessary adjustments can be made in the jumping order to accommodate said conflicts.

TACK (Per JP 111): Martingales – When used in a conventional manner, No restrictions for classes offered at 1.30m or below; only running martingales permitted for all classes above 1.30m and ALL YOUNG HORSE CLASSES. Draw Reins/German Martingales – May only be used when schooling or in classes with no prize money that are offered at 1.20m or below. Ponies may not be ridden by a Junior rider in draw reins or German martingales at any time. No other headset devices (chambon, etc.) are permitted in any class. Exception: Irish martingales are permitted in all classes; Boots – Young Jumpers – see JP116; All others: The total maximum weight of equipment allowed to be added to a Horse’s leg, front or hind (single or multiple boots, fetlock rings, etc), is 500 grams or 17.637 ounces (shoe excluded). Failure to comply will incur disqualification.

ATTIRE (Per JP 111): All Grand Prix, Classics, and Young Jumper Classics/Qualifiers: "Formal": Grand Prix Ring: “Proper” for all classes unless otherwise stated: Riding jackets of any color required; Light-colored breeches required; Shirts, light in color, must be tucked in and fastened at the top of the neck; Ties or chokers of any color must be worn (unless the shirt, by design, has the choker built in for its intended use); Boots required, half chaps with matching paddock boots permitted. All Other Jumper Rings: “Standard” for all classes unless otherwise stated: Riding jackets are NOT required; Breeches required, any color allowed; Shirts must be SOLID in color, tucked in, and must have a collar and sleeves. IN CASE OF INCLEMENT OR EXTREME WEATHER, jackets (other than riding) or sweaters must be SOLID in color and are ONLY ALLOWED TO BE WORN if permission is given by the JUDGE(s) and/or MANAGEMENT and MUST be asked ahead of time. TIED STIRRUPS are PROHIBITED. All entries must use the official competition number assigned and issued by the Show Office; substitute competition numbers issued by none other than the Show Office may be considered invalid and may result in a score of elimination; All entries competing without a competition number may receive a score of elimination.
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2023 Fall Series
USEF Jumper Class Specifications

COURSES: Time allowed calculated using 350m/minute unless otherwise indicated on the course map.

JUMPER SCHOOLING: Jumper schooling must be conducted in designated schooling areas only. Schooling inside the jumper competition arenas is prohibited at all times. No poling or offsets allowed; safety cups must be used in the proper manner; All jumps must be properly flagged. Violations of schooling regulations may be considered cause for FINES and/or ELIMINATION and can be instituted by the official schooling supervisor, Paddock Steward, official USEF Steward or any member of management should the situation arise. The unsafe use of electronic devices with or without earbuds while mounted in all schooling areas is prohibited.

AWARDS/PRIZE MONEY/CHAMPIONS & RESERVE CHAMPION (Per JP 108 & 110): Unless otherwise stated, three must compete in order for points to count for all USEF/PCHA recognized classes; two must compete in order for points to count for all non-recognized classes. All Classes offering more than $500 in prize money to award one ribbon/placing for every FOUR starters with a minimum of 8 ribbons to be awarded; last place to be awarded a minimum of the class start fee. All other classes to award 8 ribbons unless otherwise stated. Champion and Reserve Champion title will be awarded to the two horses which have acquired the most points in the .65m/.70m, .80m, .90m, 1.00m, 1.10m, 1.15m, 1.20m, 1.25m, 1.30m, 1.35m, 1.40m, Low Children’s, Low Adult Amateur; Children’s, Adult Amateur, 1.20m JR/AM, 1.30m JR/AM, and 1.40m JR/AM Jumper Divisions. Awards are determined using 10, 6, 4, 2, 1, ½ for all classes per division. To be considered for an award, all divisions must hold a minimum of three classes per division, not including the corresponding classic. If a division should hold more than three classes, all classes to count towards the show championship. Prize Money awarded in each jumper section will count towards respective USEF Horse of the Year Awards.

TIES: Ties for other than first place will be broken by time taken to complete the first round.

NON-NOMINATED JUMPERS

Not all classes held each show - consult TTS
Open Water Option for Classes 231 - Int Jump Festival

Entry Fee: $65/class

285, 286, 287, 288, 289 - .65m /.70m Jumpers - no oxers

280, 281,282, 283, 284 - 80m Jumpers

215,216,217,218, 219 - .90m Jumpers

221,222,223,224,241,242 - 1.0m Jumpers

225,226,227 - 1.10m Jumpers

229,230,231 - 1.15m Jumpers

NOMINATED JUMPERS

Not all classes held each show - consult TTS

250,251,252 - 1.20m Jumpers

260,261 - 1.25m Jumpers

Entry Fee: $65/class

Prize Money: $200/class + $20 added/horse

300,301,302 - 1.30m Jumpers

315,316 - 1.35m Jumpers

Entry Fee: $70/class

Prize Money: $250/class + $20 added/horse

305, 306, 308 - 1.40m Jumpers

Entry Fee: $80/class

Prize Money: $600/class + $20 added/horse
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“This book series is the perfect read for horse lovers of all ages! I love following the story of the riders at Quince Oaks and it reminds me of my days growing up in the barn. Great read!!”

—BOOK 5 AMAZON REVIEW

SHOW STRIDES
Book 5 is out! Get yours now!

ALL 5 BOOKS AVAILABLE NOW ON AMAZON
(Kindle & Audible too!)

LEARN MORE AT theplaidhorse.com/show-strides
## 2023 Series
### USEF Jumper Class Specifications

### LOW CHILDREN’S JUMPERS
See USHJA Zone 10 specs for cross entry restrictions
Fences: 1.0m; Entry Fee: $65/class
270,271,272 Low Children’s Jumpers

### LOW ADULT JUMPERS
See USHJA Zone 10 specs for cross entry restrictions
Fences: 1.0m; Entry Fee: $65/class
273,274,275 Low Adult Jumpers

### CHILDREN’S JUMPERS
See USHJA Zone 10 specs for cross entry restrictions
Fences: 1.10m; Entry Fee: $65/class
200,201,202 Children’s Jumpers

### ADULT JUMPERS
See USHJA Zone 10 specs for cross entry restrictions
Fences: 1.10m; Entry Fee: $65/class
205,206,207 Adult Jumpers

### .90m JUNIOR /AMATEUR JUMPERS
Open to Jr & Amateurs only; Fences: .90m
Entry Fee: $65/class
295, 296, 297 .90m JR/AM Jumpers

### 1.20m LOW JR/AMATEUR JUMPERS
Fences: 1.20m; Entry Fee: $65/class
Prize Money: $200/class + $20 added/horse
See USEF JP 118 for cross entry restrictions;
330,331,332 1.20m Low JR/AM Jumpers

### 1.30m MEDIUM JR/AMATEUR JUMPERS
Fences 1.30m; Entry Fee: $70/class
Prize Money: $250/class + $20 added/horse
See USEF JP 118 for cross entry restrictions
373,374,375 1.30m Medium JR/AM Jumpers

### 1.40m HIGH JR/AMATEUR JUMPERS
Entry Fee: $75/class
Prize Money: $300/class + $20 added/horse
See USEF JP 118 for cross entry restrictions
322,323,324 1.40m High JR/AM Jumpers
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2023 Fall Series - USEF Jumper Classic Specifications

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED: Refer to the Tentative Time Schedules for specific scheduling & tables; Management reserves the right to change tables in all jumper classes with adequate notice to exhibitors;

ELIGIBILITY: Low Children’s/Adult; Children’s; Adult; 1.20m JR/AM; 1.30m JR/AM & 1.40m JR/AM Jumper Classics – Open to riders who have entered and shown in at least ONE jumper class in respective division at the same show. All other Classics – no eligibility requirements; All horses competing in any class with prize money $25,000 or greater must be on the competition grounds 24 hrs prior and will be required to be present for the official check in.

DECLARATION: All entries MUST be declared by 3pm the day prior to competition – no same day adds. Classics that do not have three or more entries declared by the end of business the day prior will be combined if possible or will be canceled;

ORDER OF GO: Jump Orders will be drawn/supervised by the USEF Steward and posted by approximately 6:45AM the day of the Highlight Class/Classic;

AWARDS/PRIZE MONEY: Under $10,000 - Trophy to first; ribbons thru eighth and prize money divided out as follows: 25%, 15%, 13%, 12%, 10%, 9%, 8%, 8%; $10,000 or greater: Trophy to first; ribbons thru 8th & prize money divided out as follows: 30%, 22%, 15%, 10%, 7%, 6%, 5%, 5%. All Grand Prix or Main Jumper Ring Classics – TOP 5 to Ride for Awards; All other Classics – Winner to be present for Awards.

FORMAT: All Classics unless otherwise stated in the Time Schedule, USEF Table II 2(b); the Grand Prix, Trials and otherwise stated – USEF Table 2.2(a)

ATTIRE (See JP 111): All Classics and Grand Prix events – “Formal”

365 - BROWN TRIPLE CROWN .65m - .70m JUMPER CLASSIC, II 2(b)- Entry Fee: $40 - Fall Tournament
367 - .90m JR/AM JUMPER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $40 - International Jumping Festival

380 – 1.0m Riderzon LOW CHILDREN’S/ADULT AMATEUR JUMPER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $40; Prize Money: $500

353 – 1.10m Equi Lifestyle Boutique NAL CHILDREN’S JUMPER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $80; Prize Money: $1000
Fall Tournament - Qualifier for the NAL Children’s, Adult Amateur Jumper Finals – West Coast Final to be held during the Blenheim International Jumping Festival, September 20 – 24, 2023

358 – 1.10m Riderzon NAL ADULT AMATEUR JUMPER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $80; Prize Money: $1000
Fall Tournament - Qualifier for the NAL Children’s, Adult Amateur Jumper Finals – West Coast Final to be held during the Blenheim International Jumping Festival, September 20 – 24, 2023

365 - 1.20m Mary’s Tack & Feed 1.20m JUMPER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $160; Prize Money: $2000 - Fall Tournament

371 – 1.20m Antares Sellier JR - AMATEUR JUMPER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $120; Prize Money: $1500

355 – 1.30m Dover Saddlery NAL JR - AMATEUR JUMPER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $160; Prize Money: $2000
Fall Tournament - Qualifier for the NAL Junior/Amateur Jumper East/National & West Finals -- West Coast Final to be held during Blenheim International Jumping Festival, September 20-24, 2023

350 – 1.40m SJHOF JR - AMATEUR JUMPER CLASSIC, Entry Fee: $225; Prize Money: $3000 - Fall Tournament
Qualifier for the Show Jumping Hall of Fame JR/AO/AM Jumper Finals – West Coast Final to be held during Blenheim International Jumping Festival, September 20-24, 2023
$50,000 International Jumping Festival Grand Prix

Prize Money: 30%, 22%, 13%, 8%, 6%, 5%, 4%, 3%, 3%, 2%, 2%, 2%;
Top 5 Riders will be required to ride for Awards.
Entry Fee - $750 plus $35 High Performance Fee per USEF
Order of Go – Drawn; all horses must be on grounds 24 hours prior
Time Allowed – 375m per minute; Fences: National Standard
Format - USEF Table II, 2(a)

351 - $50,000 Blenheim International Jumping Festival Grand Prix

$30,000 Blenheim Fall Tournament Grand Prix

Prize Money: 30%, 22%, 13%, 8%, 6%, 5%, 4%, 3%, 3%, 2%, 2%, 2%;
Top 5 Riders will be required to ride for Awards.
Entry Fee - $500
Order of Go – Drawn; all horses must be on grounds 24 hours prior
Time Allowed – 375m per minute; Fences: American Standard
Format - USEF Table II, 2(a)

351 - $30,000 Blenheim Fall Tournament Grand Prix & Presentation of the South Pacific Trophy

$25,000 Open Jumper Welcome Classic - Fall Tournament

Prize Money: 30%, 22%, 13%, 8%, 6%, 5%, 4%, 3%, 3%, 2%, 2%, 2%;
Top 5 Riders will be required to ride for Awards.
Entry Fee - $425
Order of Go – Drawn; all horses must be on grounds 24 hours prior
Time Allowed – 375m per minute; Fences: American Standard
Format - USEF Table II, 2(a)

318 - $25,000 Open Jumper Welcome Classic
2023 Fall Series - Feature Competitions

MARKEL INSURANCE 1.35M JUMPER SERIES

Prize Money: 30%, 22%, 15%, 10%, 7%, 6%, 5%, 5%.
Top 5 Riders will be required to ride for Awards - Fall Tournament
Top 10 Riders will be required to ride for Awards - Int Jump Festival
Order of Go – Drawn
Time Allowed – 375m per minute; Fences: 1.35m
Format - USEF Table II, 1 - Fall Tournament; USEF Table II, 2(a) - Int Jumping Festival

352 - $10,000 Markel Insurance 1.35m Speed Stake - Entry Fee $300 - Fall Tournament
352 - $20,000 Markel Insurance 1.35m Jumper Classic - Entry Fee $450 - Int Jumping Festival
& Presentation of the Leading Lady & Leading Gentleman Cash Rider Bonus Awards
THE SHOW JUMPING HALL OF FAME AND MUSEUM, INC. IS A 501(C)3 NOT-FOR-PROFIT CHARITY THAT RELIES SOLELY ON CONTRIBUTIONS TO OPERATE. IT IS ONLY THROUGH THE GENEROSITY OF PEOPLE WHO CARE ABOUT SHOW JUMPING THAT WE ARE ABLE TO MAINTAIN OUR PROGRAMS THAT HELP PROMOTE OUR SPORT AND PAY TRIBUTE TO THOSE WHO HAVE HELPED MAKE IT GREAT.

SHOWJUMPINGHALLOFFAME.NET
2023 Fall Series - Feature Competitions

$60,000 BLENHEIM WEST COAST YOUNG JUMPER CHAMPIONSHIP SPECIFICATIONS - Fall Tournament

The 2023 $60,000 Blenheim EquiSports West Coast Young Jumper Championships are open to ALL USEF age verified Young Jumpers - horses must be age verified by closing date of entries.

The 5, 6, & 7 yr old Championships are comprised of 3 rounds – with the best 15 from Rounds 1 and 2 eligible to advance to Round 3 (otherwise known as the FINAL). Rounds 1 & 2 will be pinned and each Round will award prize money plus points to determine the Best 15. Round 3 (or the FINAL) will be a separate round, featuring the Best 15, and will award prize money and placings based on the performance of Round 3 only.

The 4 yr old Championships will be held as a cumulative two phase event – see below for additional information.

Special Conditions of this Young Jumper competition: Proper attire required for rounds 1& 2; formal attire required for the Final Round ● Horses may not have competed in a Grand Prix offering $25,000 or more at National or Intl. level ● Courses – See USEF Rule Book JP117 for additional Young Horse Jumper Course info ● No horse that was eliminated in the First or Second Qualifier is eligible for the Final (Round 3) ● If a horse is eliminated in the First Round, they are still eligible to compete in the Second Round. If a horse competes in the First Round and does not wish to compete in the Second Rounds for any reason, that horse is not eligible for the final. Starting on the first day of the Young Jumper Championships the horse may only compete in the Young Jumper Championship until the Championship is over. USEF Schooling Rules apply – a USEF Schooling Supervisor will be monitoring all schooling & All Young Jumpers MUST school in the designated Jumper Schooling Area at all time.

COMPETITION SPECS:
Format - The Order of Go for all ages for Round One will be determined by random draw. The Order of Go for the Five Year Old horses for Round 2 & Round 3 (FINAL) will be determined by random draw.
The Order of Go for the Six & Seven Year Old horses for Round 2 will be the reverse of the drawn order for the First Qualifier. The Order of Go for Round 3 (FINAL) for the Six & Seven Year Old horses will be the reverse order of standing based on total points from the first and second qualifying classes.
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$60,000 BLENHEIM WEST COAST YOUNG JUMPER CHAMPIONSHIP SPECIFICATIONS, CONTINUED:

Point System for Five, Six, & Seven Year Old Horses - In Rounds 1 & 2 for each age group the winner will receive 0 points, second place receives 2 points, third place receives 3 points, etc. Points from Rounds 1 & 2 in each age group will be added for each horse and 15 horses with the lowest point totals, including ties, will qualify for the Final.
Horses tied for any placing will receive equal points.

Awards and Prize Money - Rounds 1 & 2 Prize Money will be awarded thru 10th place as follows: 30%, 20%, 12%, 8%, 7%, 6%, 5%, 4%, 4%, 4%; Round 1 & 2 Prize money for the Five Year Old horses will be evenly distributed between all clear rounds. Round 3 – Championship & Reserve Champion Ribbons to the best two horses per age group and ribbons thru 10th; Prize Money for each age group will pay as follows: 30%, 20%, 12%, 8%, 7%, 6%, 5%, 4%, 4%, 4%.

$12,500 BLENHEIM EQUISPORTS WEST COAST FIVE-YEAR-OLD YOUNG JUMPER CHAMPIONSHIP: Section Start Fee: $400; Speed 350m/m;
Class #900 $2500 5 Yr Old Young Jumpers, Rd 1, II (clear round) - 1.15m - 1.20m
Class #901 $2500 5 Yr Old Young Jumpers, Rd 2, II (clear round) - 1.15m - 1.20m
Class #902 $7500 5 Yr Old Young Jumpers, Rd 3, II 2(a) - 1.15m-1.20m

$19,000 BLENHEIM EQUISPORTS WEST COAST SIX-YEAR-OLD YOUNG JUMPER CHAMPIONSHIP:
Section Start Fee: $500
Class #910 $3,500 6 Yr Old Young Jumpers, Rd 1, II. 2d - 1.25m-1.30m
Class #911 $3,500 6 Yr Old Young Jumpers, Rd 2, II.1 - 1.25m-1.30m
Class #912 $12,000 6 Yr Old Young Jumpers, Rd 3, II.2(a) - 1.25m-1.30m

$25,000 BLENHEIM EQUISPORTS WEST COAST SEVEN YEAR OLD YOUNG JUMPER CHAMPIONSHIP:
Section Start Fee: $600
Class #916 $4,000 7 Yr Old Jumpers, Rd 1, II.2.d – 1.30m-1.35m
Class #917 $4,000 7 Yr Old Jumpers, Rd 2, II.1 – 1.30m-1.35m
Class #918 $17,000 7 Yr Old Jumpers, Rd 3, II.2.a - 1.30m-1.35m
Night Watch™
Celebrating 30 Years of Dedication

Official Overnight Care Service for 7 World Cup Finals
Recommended by Veterinarians, Top Equestrians, & Show Managers
Premium Full Care Service by Experienced Horsemen
Available at over 70 shows on the ‘A’ Circuit

Joanne Schreiber ~ 818-400-4338 ~ iwatchm@aol.com
For More Information about services go to CaliforniaNightWatch.Com

Comfort ★★★ Safety ★★★ Critical Care
2023 Fall Series - Feature Competitions

$60,000 BLENHEIM WEST COAST YOUNG JUMPER CHAMPIONSHIP SPECIFICATIONS, CONTINUED:

ADDITIONAL AWARDS:
Best Young Jumper Horse – to be determined by the panel of judges --- to receive $750 bonus
High Score USA Bred per Age Group – to be determined by overall placings, winners to receive
$250 bonus per age group.
+++++

$2000 BLENHEIM EQUISPORTS WEST COAST FOUR-YEAR-OLD YOUNG JUMPER CHAMPIONSHIP:  Section Start Fee: $175

Class #920 4 Yr Old Young Jumpers - Round 1
Class #921 4 Yr Old Young Jumpers - Round 2

COURSES: All courses will be made as inviting as possible for green horses with limited or no experience in a show ring situation. Very simple tracks will be used utilizing hunter-type tracks, with jumper type fences. The course will be designed to aid the horses in showing their natural talent in the very early stages of their training. Judges will be considering the potential of these young horses for a future in the jumper/grand prix rings. A rail down or refusal will not automatically eliminate a horse from placing well in the competition if, in the judges’ opinions, the fault occurred due to rider error or a “green” mistake.

ROUND 1: Each horse will perform an individual short flat phase with trot and canter work in both directions, demonstrating lengthening and shortening of stride. The horse will remain in the ring and, upon the sounding of the tone, will jump a course of fences with simple distances. A trot fence may be included in this round. Fences in Round 1 will be 0.90-0.95 M in height with spreads up to 1.05 M, giving the judges and course designers the opportunity to evaluate the quality and experience of the horses at that particular event. Horses may be shown in running or standing martingales, but draw reins are not allowed.

ROUND 2: All horses will return (the following day) to be shown over a course of fences up to 1.00 M in height and 1.10 M in width. Simple double combinations may be included. At the Course Designers and Judges discretion options may be included at a maximum of two of the fences. These options may not exceed 1.10 M in height and will allow riders to show their horses to their own best advantage. Judges will not reward or penalize solely on the basis of which option is chosen. Horses may be shown in running or standing martingales, but draw reins are not allowed.
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$60,000 BLENHEIM WEST COAST YOUNG JUMPER CHAMPIONSHIP SPECIFICATIONS, CONTINUED:

FOUR YEAR OLD OVERALL CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS:
$1000 & Ribbons 1 – 8 awarded to the top 8 horses based on the total scores from both days of judging using the Score Sheet used by the Judges. Prize Money Allocation: 30%, 22%, 15%, 10%, 7%, 6%, 5%, 5%

SPECIAL CATEGORY AWARDS:
JUMPING SCOPE / TECHNIQUE: $500 & Ribbons awarded to the top 2 horses that best displays the scope and technique consistent with a future grand prix jumper.
Prize Money Allocation: 75%, 25%

BEST TYPE / MOVEMENT: $500 & Ribbons awarded to the top 2 horses that demonstrates superior conformation, athletic way of moving, attitude and natural balance. Prize Money Allocation: 75%, 25%
TOPLINE DESIGN
RIBBON WREATHS

Specializing In custom works of art made from your hard won ribbons

Email: toplinewreaths@gmail.com
or Call Cheryl for more details:
(443) 415-5741
2023 Fall Series - Feature Competitions

NORTH AMERICAN LEAGUE (NAL) JUMPER FINALS, WEST COAST

Prize Money: 25%, 15%, 13%, 12%, 10%, 9%, 8%, 8%; see www.ryegate.com for additional info and eligibility requirements.

To be held during the International Jumping Festival, The Finals qualifying season is from September 1, 2021 – August 31, 2023. Open to the Top 30 rider/horse combinations per the 2023 NAL Qualifying Season; should space still permit once exhausting the West Coast Standings List (as of August 31, 2022) entries participating at the International Jumping Festival will be accepted based on results/standings from their performance in their respective division classes and will be placed by random draw at the beginning of the start order. All entries must be members of the NAL to be considered. Riders may qualify more than one horse per final.

CLASS #353 – $5,000 NORTH AMERICAN LEAGUE 1.10m-1.15m CHILDREN'S JUMPER FINAL
CLASS #358 – $5,000 NORTH AMERICAN LEAGUE 1.10m-1.15m ADULT AMATEUR JUMPER FINAL
CLASS #358 – $5,000 NORTH AMERICAN LEAGUE 1.25m - 1.30m JR-AM JUMPER FINAL

Entry Fee: $250; Table II, 2(a); Trophy to first, ribbons thru 8th place. Attire: Formal; Top 8 to ride for Awards

Good Luck
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SHOW JUMPING HALL OF FAME WEST COAST CHAMPIONSHIP

Prize Money: 25%, 15%, 13%, 12%, 10%, 9%, 8%, 8%; see www.ryegate.com for additional info and eligibility requirements.

To be held during the International Jumping Festival, Eligibility: Open to all Junior-Amateur Owner Jumper Riders. Should entries be limited after the closing date, the top five horses in each of the four divisions of the Show Jumping Hall of Fame Jumper Classic Series will be eligible to compete in the championship class. --- This class MUST be entered by the Closing Date of Entries.

CLASS #350 – $10,000 SHOW JUMPING HALL OF FAME 1.40m JUNIOR-AMATEUR FINAL

Entry Fee: $400; Table II, 2(a); Trophy to first, ribbons thru 8th place. Attire: Formal; Top 8 to ride for Awards

Please Join Us @ the Show Office Courtyard for....
HAVE YOU SET YOUR
#HorseShowGoals?

With numerous championships and finals offered across the country, check out these exciting USHJA Championships and find the ones that fit your goals!

Marshall & Sterling Insurance/USHJA National Championships
ushja.org/nationalchampionships

Platinum Performance/USHJA International Hunter Derby Championships - National and Regional offerings
ushja.org/IHDCampionship

Platinum Performance/USHJA Green Hunter Incentive Championships - National and Regional offerings
ushja.org/GreenIncentive

Sallie B. Wheeler/USEF/USHJA Hunter Breeding Championships - East and Central
presented by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Oare
ushja.org/sallieb

USHJA Hunter Team Challenge - Regional
ushja.org/hunteerteamchallenge

EMO Insurance/USHJA 3’3” Jumping Seat Medal Finals
- East and West Now for adults as well!
ushja.org/jumpseatmedal

Standlee/USHJA National Hunter Derby Regional Championships
ushja.org/NHD

Markel/USHJA Platinum Jumper Championships
- Offered by Region
ushja.org/platinumjumper

USHJA Pony Hunter Derby Championship
- East and West
ushja.org/platinumjumper

USHJA Young Jumper Championships
ushja.org/youngjumper

USHJA World Championship Hunter Rider Finals
ushja.org/wchr

Kym K Smith/USHJA Young Hunter Pony Championships
ushja.org/YHPC

Markel/USHJA Zone Jumper Team Championships
- Offered by Region
ushja.org/zonejumper

USHJA Gladstone Cup Equitation Classic – East and West
Now for adults as well!
presented by Intermont Equestrian at Emory & Henry College
ushja.org/gladstone-cup

NEW! 1.0/1.05m Child/Adult Zone Jumper Championships
ushja.org/lowzonejumper

Visit ushja.org/zones and choose your zone to find more local opportunities for you!
EVERY CLASS OFFERED HEREIN WHICH IS COVERED BY THE RULES AND SPECIFICATIONS OF THE CURRENT
US EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION RULE BOOK WILL BE CONDUCTED AND JUDGED IN ACCORDANCE
THEREWITH.

USEF Membership Statement: The 2023 Blenheim Fall Series Horse Shows are covered by the rules and
specifications of the current USEF Rule Book and will be conducted and judged in accordance therewith. Eventing
Competitions at the Modified Level or above, Combined Driving Competitions at the Advanced Level, Dressage
Competitions, Endurance Rides and Vaulting Competitions: (See GR828.4 of the Federation rules). Life, senior active
and junior active members shall be eligible to participate in all classes at Regular Competitions, Eventing Competitions
at the Modified Level or above and Combined Driving Competitions at the Advanced Level, Dressage, Reining and
Vaulting Competitions and Endurance Rides. A non-member may participate as a handler, rider, driver, owner, lessee,
or agent, at Regular Competitions, Eventing Competitions, Dressage Competitions, Reining Competitions and
Combined Driving Competitions upon payment of a Show Pass fee. Participants in the following classes are exempted
from the Requirements of this rule: 1) leadline; 2) exhibitions; 3) games and races; 4) classes for 4-H members; 5) walk
trot (exception: Friesian performance FR231) and academy classes (academy classes are classes limited to horses
used regularly in a lesson program); 6) USDF introductory level tests, pas de deux and quadrille classes; 7) NRHA
Endorsed Reining Competitions. 8) Opportunity classes, 9) citizens of other nations who have proof, in English, of
current membership in good standing of their own National Federation, 10) USEA beginner novice division; and 11)
assistant handlers in Dressage Sport Horse Breeding classes

Federation Entry Agreement: Per USEF 905.4: By entering a Federation-licensed Competition and signing this entry
blank as the Owner, Lessee, Trainer, Manager, Agent, Coach, Driver, Rider, Handler, Vaulter or Longeur and on behalf
of myself and my principals, representatives, employees and agents, I agree that I am subject to the Bylaws and Rules
of The United States Equestrian Federation, Inc. (the “Federation”) and the local rules of the competition. I agree to
be bound by the Bylaws and Rules of the Federation and of the competition. I will accept as final the decision of the
Hearing Committee on any question arising under the Rules, and agree to release and hold harmless the competition,
the Federation, their officials, directors and employees for any action taken under the Rules. I represent that I am
eligible to enter and/or participate under the Rules, and every horse I am entering is eligible as entered. I also agree
that as a condition of and in consideration of acceptance of entry, the Federation and/or the Competition may use or
assign photographs, videos, audios, cable-casts, broadcasts, internet, film, new media or other likenesses of me and
my horse taken during the course of the competition for the promotion, coverage or benefit of the competition,
sport, or the Federation. Those likenesses shall not be used to advertise a product and they may not be used in such a
way as to jeopardize amateur status. I hereby expressly and irrevocably waive and release any rights in connection
with such use, including any claim to compensation, invasion of privacy, right of publicity, or to misappropriation. The
construction and application of Federation rules are governed by the laws of the State of New York, and any action
instituted against the Federation must be filed in New York State. See GR908.4.

1. ENTRY PROCEDURE: For each show the Opening Date to receive entries and stall reservations is 8am PST,
7/17/2023 and will be accepted on a first come first serve basis until supply is exhausted or by 5pm of the
Closing Entry Date of each Competition. Should supply be exhausted prior to the Closing Date of each competition a
wait list will be established. ENTRIES WILL ONLY BE ACCEPTED ONLINE VIA SHOWGROUNDSLIVE.COM - once
a horse is entered it will automatically be assigned a stall; Tack stalls to be ordered using the auto-generated Trainer
Account. Entry to the competition & Stall Reservations MUST include the following to be considered “Received” •
$450 deposit • ALL horse, rider, trainer, and owner information, including a valid social security number assigned to
the payee for all prize money collected; • signatures by all responsible parties using the official online USEF Entry
Blank • Upon arrival at the competition, in order to compete, all competitors or their agents must obtain the official
show number at the show office; show numbers will not be issued until all information required is obtained and a
signed open check or valid credit card is on file with the show office. Payment procedure as follows: Upon receipt of
the entry blank, Horse Show Management will charge the credit card for the Competition deposit fee of $450 •
PAYMENT: Fees may be paid by cash, money order, or check drawn on an American bank. If paying by credit card, a
3% convenience fee will be applied.

Opening Date of Entries & Stall Reservations: 7/17/23; CLOSING DATE Fall Tournament - 8/28/23; IJF - 9/4/23

ThePlaceToJump.com
2. ADDITIONAL NON-USEF/USHJA REQUIRED PER COMPETITION FEES:  • Post Deadline Entry Fees: If space permits, once accepted, all post-entries will be assessed an additional entry fee of $100/competition; A post entry is an entry received after the closing date/competition through 5:00pm the Sunday prior to the competition week in question.  • All Young Horses MUST be USEF age-verified by the closing date of entries to be eligible for any and all discounts  • All entries competing in jumper classes @ 1.20m or higher must pay a $75 Jumper Nomination Fee/competition  • All entries must pay a Production/Office Fee of $150/5day competition / $175/6day competition ($75 Walk/Trot Opportunity) to cover all access pass to livestream, videos, photos, show office scratches/adds, and medic)  • All entries must pay a $75 Facility Environmental Mitigation Fee/competition  • Non Showing Horse Fee: $250 (exempt from Production Fee, USHJA/USEF Fees, & Drug Fees – must pay environmental fee)  • A one-time Grounds Fee of $55/competition will be assessed to all entries who board at adjacent properties and compete without reserving a stall.  • A Haul-In Fee of $55/day/competition will be assessed to all entries who compete without reserving a stall and who trailer-in to compete.  • Stall Door Removal - $100/stall/competition – to be charged to the master trainer account  • Illegal Dumping/Excessive Trash Removal Fee - $250/infraction – to be charged to the master trainer account;  • All horses will be charged a $30/competition Manure Removal Fee for the disposal of manure/waste unless the entry has purchased a minimum of 5 bags of bedding/competition – to be charged to the master trainer account.  • Late Check Out Fee: $100 (Tuesday after show).  • $10 VS BioSecurity Mitigation Fee

3. COMPETITION NUMBERS: All entries must use the official competition number assigned and issued by the Show Office; substitute competition numbers issued by none other than the Show Office may be considered in-valid and may result in a score of elimination. All entries competing without a competition number may receive a score of elimination. Please keep your back numbers, it will remain the same for consecutive weeks. Replacements available @ $2 per number.

4. POST ENTRIES/ADDs & SCRATCHES/CLASS REFUNDS: Adds for next day must be done by 3:00 PM. Adds and scratches must be made using ShowGroundsLive. Texts, email, and voice messages for adds and scratches will not be accepted. If you experience difficulty, please come by the show office for technical support. Same day adds for classes may be added same day until 3pm for a $10 late fee if, at the time of the add, the arena where the class is scheduled has a finish time prior to 5pm. Same day adds must be made in person in the horse show office (texts, email, and voice messages will not be accepted). Classes (other than classics) scratched prior to the start of the class will receive full credit. Same day Classic scratches will incur a $50 classic scratch fee. Entries requiring a change of owner or rider after the show has concluded and results have been submitted to USEF will be assessed a $25 change fee.

5. SHOW REFUNDS: On or before the closing day of entries, full refunds will be given less a $150 scratch fee. After the closing day of entries, STALL FEES WILL NOT BE REFUNDED & a $150 scratch fee will be assessed. After the competition starts, with the official show vet’s certificate only, entry refunds will be given, minus the $150 scratch fee and fees for competitions held prior to notification at the Show Office, where exhibited or not. Should management have to cancel competitions/classes/divisions that cannot be rescheduled due to inclement weather and/or any other emergency or unforeseen situation there are no refunds on entry & stall fees & of any other fees of any kind. All refunds will be issued 30 days post the end date of the horse show in question.

6. ADD BACKS: In classes with add backs, prize money is computed from the number of horses that actually show.

7. PRIZE MONEY: Prize money will pay thru 5th place – 30%, 25%, 20%, 15%, 10%. Grand Prix, Feature Competitions, & Classics – see Class specifications. Prize money checks will be made payable to the owner listed on the entry blank and will be mailed within 30 days of the conclusion of the show. NO PRIZE MONEY WILL BE MAILED UNLESS THE PAYEE’S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER AND COMPLETE ADDRESS IS LISTED ON THE ENTRY BLANK. Prize money won by foreign competitors: Be advised that the U.S. Internal Revenue Service requires sporting events to withhold 30% of prize money won in the United States. Foreign competitors should apply for a U.S. Social Security number and will be asked to complete form 8283 or complete a W-8 Certificate of Foreign Status form.
8. MANAGEMENT: The Horse Show Management reserves the right to itself to interpret all questions and conditions in regard to or arising out of or incident to the show without claims for damages or recourse of any kind. All questions not covered in these rules and regulations shall be decided by the Horse Show Management and their decision is final. The Horse Show Management reserves to itself the right to refuse, accept conditionally, or to cancel any entries, disqualify riders or exhibitors, prohibit claim damages; to change any course, to cancel or combine any unfulfilled classes, or to reschedule classes, after due notice to exhibitors; to change rings or rotate judges, and to change specifications in jumper classes.

9. CONDITION OF ENTRY: It shall be a condition of entry that each exhibitor shall hold harmless BLENHEIM FACILITY MANAGEMENT, LLC, BLENHEIM EQUISPORTS MANAGEMENT COMPANY, LLC, ACTION SPORTS MANAGEMENTGROUP, LLC; the CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, and their respective officers, managers, employees, representatives, agents, subsidiaries, affiliated or associated companies, corporations, entities or organizations as may now or hereafter be constituted, that own, lease, are related to or manage the property owned or leased by such entity, or are named as additional insureds for any loss or accident to his/her horse, horses, employees or equipment which may occur from sickness, fire or other cause.

10. ASSUMPTION OF RISK: By signing the entry blank, the Owner, Lessee, Trainer, Manager, Agent, Coach, Driver, Rider, Handler, Vaulter or Longeur acknowledges that horseback riding, particularly jumping, is a dangerous activity and involves inherent risks that may cause serious injury and in some cases death because of the unpredictable nature and irrational behavior of horses, regardless of their training and past performance and expressly assumes all such inherent risks whether identified herein, in the entry blank or in the Federation Rules and Regulations. A horse, without warning or any apparent cause, can buck, stumble, fall, rear, bite, kick, run, make unpredictable movements, spook, jump obstacles, step on a person’s foot, or push a person--all of which may cause the rider or observer to fall or be jolted, resulting in serious injury or death. A horse may also become loose and cause injury to an observer or rider or to another horse. The Show Ground Facilities are bordered by highways/roads and thus noise from traffic and other sources occurs which can and will cause a horse to unexpectedly spook or react quickly. The Show Ground Facilities contain roads and driveways that are traversed by cars, golf carts, tractors, trailers and heavy equipment all of which may spook a horse. The above warnings and risks are meant as an example of some of the risks that are inherent and may be encountered but it is agreed this is not an exhaustive list and there are numerous additional conditions and/or events that may result in injuries while participating in the Competition and/or being present on the Show Ground Facilities.

11. STABLING: All stalls have dirt floor and doors. 10’ x 10’ temporary stalls are available to rent for $425/show week/stall - horse or tack. A limited amount of permanent 12’ x 12’ stalls housed under a clear span tent are also available to rent for $525/show week/stall - horse or tack. Exception: FEI Tack Stalls are $600/stall/show. All USEF age verified horses up thru the age of 7 are eligible for the Young Horse/Reduced Stall Fee of $325/horse stall (10’ x 10’) OR $425/horse stall (12’ x 12’) for each competition if reserved by the closing date of entries/stall reservations; all Young Horses must also be USEF age verified by the closing date of entries/stall reservations. Stalls will be available on a first come first reserved basis and are non-refundable after the closing date of entries; stalls are also non-transferable. Should the supply be exhausted tack stalls may be restricted to one tack stall per four horse stalls. Stalls will be available Noon on the Monday prior to the start of competition and must be vacated by 5:00pm Sunday of the reserved competition week unless other arrangements are made with the Stabling Manager. Once a horse is entered it will automatically be assigned a stall - tack stalls are to be ordered using the Trainer Account online @ ShowGroundLive.com. Only pine shavings bedding is allowed; straw bedding is prohibited. Doors that are removed from stall fronts will be assessed a fine of $100/stall/competition. Stall damage must be reported prior to move-in. Any intentional damage to your stalls (holes, slits, cuts, etc.) will be billed directly to the master trainer account.

12. FEED & BEDDING: Hay and Shavings will be available and can be ordered in the Horse Show Office. Advance orders may be made through the Blenheim EquiSports website for official Feed/Bedding Form. Orders must be placed by 12:00pm for same day delivery. Exhibitors may bring their own feed/shavings, however, deliveries by outside feed/shavings companies are prohibited. Only Pine Shavings allowed; use of Straw Bedding is PROHIBITED. Horses not using a minimum of 5 bags of bedding purchased from the horse show per competition will be subject to a $30 manure removal fee.
13. **RV PARKING**: All reservations must be completed online, see: Blenheim EquiSports website.

14. **UNCOLLECTED FUNDS**: All accounts not settled by 5:00pm on the last day of competition of the competition week will be closed out by the official show secretary using the payment information provided. All persons issuing returned checks and/or declined credit cards will have ten days to settle their account, with cash or cash equivalent (including a $100 penalty) or will be turned over to USEF & PCHA for disciplinary action. Accounts not checked out by Tuesday after each show will be assessed a penalty of $100.

15. **SCHOOLING RULES**: Schooling will be permitted in designated sand schooling areas only. (The word “schooling” includes, but is not limited to riding, driving, longeing, leading and exercising). Ample jumps in the appropriate areas will be provided for schooling. The rider/trainer/coach/person setting the jumps is responsible to ensure that all components of the jump are available and if such parts are not readily available, they agree to notify the paddock steward and/or schooling supervisor. The rider/trainer/coach/person setting the jumps is also responsible to ensure the jump is set correctly in compliance with USEF rules and assumes the risk for improperly setting the jump. In accordance with California state law, poling and/or the use of offsets WILL NOT be permitted. Violations of schooling regulations may be considered cause for FINES and/or ELIMINATION and can be instituted by the official schooling supervisor, paddock master, official USEF Steward or any member of management should the situation arise. At no time will the un-safe use of cell-phones w/ or w/out earbuds be tolerated in any schooling area while mounted or in the lunging area. **PAID SCHOOLING SESSIONS**: Weather permitting, the day prior to the start of the horse show, schooling sessions will take place in the SAND hunter rings @ $30/horse/session. Riders will be asked to sign up ahead of time for warm up slots in order to help minimize wait time on show grounds and can do so by “entering” the warm up online as you would any other class entry. These warmup slots are for 10 minutes each and will be limited to 8 horses per ring. Trainers are not allowed to adjust or touch the jumps – they must be jumped as set. Signups are not required; however all riders who sign up will have access to the rings prior to anyone who does not. Once these 10-minute sessions are completed, schooling rounds for the time remaining will be available to those who did not sign up. During show days, if available, one hunter ring with a course of jumps will be open for ticketed schooling; if no arena is available during the show day, one arena will be open at the conclusion of the show for ticketed schooling until sunset. Hunter rings will also be open from 6:00AM – 7:00AM each day for flat schooling only. No poling or offsets allowed.

16. **CLOSED RINGS**: Show arenas are closed at all times when not being used for classes. Sand hunter arenas will be open the day prior to the start of the show and for a limited amount of time at the conclusion of the show day. Violations of the above will be considered cause for FINES and/or ELIMINATION.

17. **CONFLICTS**: It is the intention of Horse Show Management to avoid holding rings to wait for horses and/or riders. Riders with conflicts must arrange their jumping order with the starters so that they will not hold up a class. Paddock Stewards have the authority to scratch riders who are not timely. Trainer conflicts are not considered legitimate conflicts.

18. **MANURE**: Manure must be placed in designated areas, kept separate from trash. Each violation will result in a $100 fine.

19. **DOGS ARE A SERIOUS SAFETY AND HEALTH PROBLEM AT ALL HORSE SHOWS**: USEF GR 1301 – Dogs are not permitted to be loose on competition grounds and must be on a leash or otherwise contained. Individuals must not lead dogs on a leash while mounted. Dog owners failing to comply with this rule may be subject to penalty under Chapters 6 and 7, as well as issuance of warning cards.

20. **PARKING**: All vehicles must be parked in designated parking areas. Unauthorized vehicles in non-designated parking areas or permit-only parking areas are subject to being towed away at owner’s expense.
21. MOTORIZED VEHICLES: Minors who do not have a valid driver’s license which allows them to operate a motorized vehicle in the state in which they reside will not be permitted to operate a motorized vehicle of any kind, including, but not limited to, golf carts, motorcycles, scooters, or farm utility vehicles, on the competition grounds of licensed competitions. Minors who have a valid temporary license may operate the above-described motorized vehicles as long as they are accompanied by an adult with a valid driver’s license. The parent/legal guardian or individual who signs the entry blank as a parent or guardian of a minor operating a motorized vehicle in violation of this rule are solely responsible for any damages, claims, losses or actions resulting from that operation. Violations of this rule will be cause for penalties against those responsible for the child committing the offense. Wheelchairs and other mobility assistance devices for individuals with disabilities are exempt from this rule. The unsafe use of personal electronic transport devices, as determined by the competition officials and management in their sole discretion, that do not require a driver’s license to operate, including but not limited to segways, hover boards, and single wheeled scooters is prohibited on competition grounds. Operating such devices in areas where people gather may be deemed “unsafe use” if there is a risk of harm to others. If the operator of the device is a minor, the parent/legal guardian or individual who signs the entry blank as a parent or guardian of a minor operating the device in violation of this rule is accountable and may be subject to penalties. Wheelchairs and other mobility assistance devices for individuals with disabilities are exempt from this rule.

22. MEDICAL WASTE: Sharps must be placed in proper receptacles; anyone found in violation will be fined $100/infraction.

23. DRUG TESTING: The Blenheim Spring Classic Horse Shows will be conducted under the auspices of the State of California Department of Food and Agriculture and USEF.


25. CLASS SPECIFICATIONS: Every class offered herein which is covered by the rules and specifications of the current Federation Rule Book will be conducted and judged in accordance therewith.

26. MEASUREMENT CARDS: All ponies are required to possess a current USEF Measurement Card or valid measurement form issued by USEF and it must be shown at the horse show office before numbers are released.

27. COMBINING/SPLITTING OF CLASSES: IN ALL RATED HUNTER SECTIONS – Should entries warrant, all rated hunter sections will be split or combined following USEF rules and will be done so by 3pm the day preceding the first class in each section therefore entries MUST be completed for rated hunter divisions accordingly to be considered. Any post-adds received and accepted after this time will not be considered in respect to the splitting/combining numbers. There will be no exceptions to this policy. After 3pm the day prior, scratches and/or “no-shows” at the gate in all rated hunter sections will forfeit their entry fee unless a Certificate from the Official Show Veterinarian vet scratch for the show is received by the official show secretary prior to the section in question. “Non-showing” fees will be assessed accordingly. When splitting all hunter classes, the preferred method will be “California Split” per HU 112.

28. STATEMENT OF HEALTH / VACCINATIONS: Per GR845 Equine Vaccination Rule: At Federation licensed competitions, horses entering the grounds must be accompanied by documentation of Equine Influenza Virus and Equine Herpes Virus (Rhinopneumonitis) vaccinations within six months prior to entering the stables. Horses not in compliance with this rule may be required to leave the competition grounds upon request by Competition Management. See accompanying Vaccination Certificate at www.ThePlaceToJump.com/forms. All horses competing in FEI sanctioned events need to comply with Art. 1029 and 1031 of the FEI 2022 Veterinary Regulations, as of 1 January 2023, ALL Horses competing at ALL FEI Events must fulfil the Horse Health Requirements via the FEI HorseApp.
29. COURSES – HUNTER: To consist of at least eight fences with two changes of direction. Fences to simulate obstacles found in the hunting field. The area of the courtesy circle may be restricted by a mandatory line and will be indicated on the course diagram and designated by a physical barrier placed in the arena. Course diagrams will be posted at least one hour before the class. JUMPER: Time allowed calculated using 350 meters per minute unless otherwise indicated on course map. See JP 131 for additional information; All Courses will be posted no later than 1 hour prior to the start of corresponding competition.

30. START ORDERS: Riders and trainers who have conflicts due to jumping positions commencing at the same time in multiple rings are required to consult the Paddock Steward or Technical Coordinator prior to the start time of the competition(s) in question so that necessary adjustments can be made in the jumping order to accommodate said conflicts. If a Management determined Posted Order is not implemented all jumping orders will be conducted using the Exhibitor Sign Up method which allows all entries properly entered the option to sign up for a competition time slot/jumping position via online from 6pm = 5am prior thru ThePlaceToJump.com Or in person using the official sign up sheets. Entries failing to make their scheduled time slot/jumping position within one minute of their scheduled start time may be allowed to compete at the discretion of the Paddock Steward if a time slot becomes available and only if the entry competes prior to the proposed competition end time. Entries failing to sign up for a time slot/start position will not be allowed to compete unless authorization is granted by the Technical Coordinator or Show Management.

HUNTER: Competitions in the Hunter Rings will be assigned by Management a specific start and end time. Per HU 159, Management may institute a Posted Order to determine the Start Order for all hunter and hunter equitation jumping competitions; if such an order is implemented failure to enter the ring within one minute after an audible signal to proceed is given incurs elimination.

JUMPER: Competitions in the Jumper Rings will be assigned by Management a specific start and end time; competitions held at the same height and listed together on the time schedule will be run concurrently. Per JP 112, Management will institute a Posted Order to determine the Start Order for all Grand Prix and competitions held in the Grand Prix Ring, all competitions $5000 or greater, plus the highest placing money class per section; Management may also institute a Posted Order to determine the Start Order for all other jumping competitions. Failure to enter the ring within one minute after an audible signal to proceed is given incurs elimination.

31. MICROCHIP VERIFICATION: All horses competing in classes that require USHJA horse registration must provide a microchip number that verifies their animal's identity in order to compete for points, money won or be eligible for Federation and/or USHJA programs and awards where horses are required to be recorded or registered. A microchip used to verify identity must be a fifteen-digit ISO compliant 11784/11785 chip and be implanted in the nuchal ligament of the animal. All horses that are competing in classes which require USHJA registration which are not microchipped will be ineligible to compete in Federation licensed competitions, Exceptions: USHJA Outreach and those activities enumerated in GR901.9, items 1-9.

32. SAFE SPORT VERIFICATION: As of January 1, 2019 all USEF members 18-years-old and older, with a Competing Membership, must complete SafeSport Training in order to be eligible to participate in USEF activities, including competitions. Those who do not complete the training will be ineligible to participate in USEF activities, including competitions. Reminder: All USEF Life and Senior Active members, as well as participants who have regular contact with minor athletes, are bound by the U.S. Center for SafeSport Code, USEF Safe Sport Policy, and Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policies, also known as the MAAPP. This includes the SafeSport Training requirement for adult members and participants who have regular contact with minor athletes. Additionally, please be reminded about reporting obligations. Any concerns that are non-sexual in nature, please use the USEF Safe Sport Incident Reporting Form available on the USEF website.
Concerns or suspicions regarding sexual misconduct must be reported to https://safesport.sight.com/portal and the authorities if a minor is involved. All of this information can be found in the USEF Safe Sport Policy. To find the most up to date information, see the new USEF Safe Sport web pages on the USEF website including comprehensive resources regarding USEF Safe Sport efforts. You can also contact Sarah Gilbert, USEF Safe Sport Program Coordinator, at sgilbert@usef.org for any questions or concerns relating to the USEF Safe Sport program.

33. Drinking alcohol and smoking anywhere in the barn area is prohibited.

34. PERSONAL ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT DEVICES: The unsafe use of personal electronic transport devices, as determined by the competition officials and management in their sole discretion, that do not require a driver's license to operate, including but not limited to segways, hover boards, and single wheeled scooters is prohibited on competition grounds. Operating such devices in areas where people gather may be deemed "unsafe use" if there is a risk of harm to others. If the operator of the device is a minor, the parent/legal guardian or individual who signs the entry blank as a parent or guardian of a minor operating the device in violation of this rule is accountable and may be subject to penalties. Wheelchairs and other mobility assistance devices for individuals with disabilities are exempt from this rule.

35. SHOW PASS FEES: For those exhibitors who are not current members of the USHJA a $30 Show Pass will be added to your entry. Riders and Owners will only be allowed ONE USEF Show Pass per calendar year. The show pass must be paid from your USEF account on your member dashboard. Anyone listed as a Trainer or Coach (including Parents) must be active USEF members. In addition each horse, regardless of whether the owner is a current member of the USEF or USHJA must pay a $75 lifetime horse registration fee.

36. HORS CONCOURS: No horses or ponies will be allowed in any jumper, hunter, or equitation class "hors concours" during the competition.

37. COURTESY CIRCLE: Management reserves the right to limit the Courtesy Circle in Hunter & Equitation classes in accordance with USEF HU110.2.

38. HUNTER MONEY PRIZE MONEY: Blenheim Fall Tournament - 2023 Guarantee: $5,000, 2022 Awarded: $73,600.47; 2023 Offered: $55,500.00+ Add Back CPHA Incentive Prize Money; International Jumping Festival - 2023 Guarantee: $5,000, 2022 Awarded: $39,772, 2023 Offered: $55,500.00

Photos, Videos & Livestreaming -- PRODUCTION FEE, FIVE DAY SHOW POLICY

For a fee of $150 ($75 Walk/Trot Opportunity), Blenheim EquiSports provides access to all professional photographs and videos taken of them. During each show week, all exhibitors will receive access to every single photograph taken of them competing (low-resolution format), perfect for posting on social media. In addition, exhibitors may access a library of their show videos for sharing and downloading. Videos are hosted, online for 30 days. This allows riders to watch their rounds from classes in every ring and share photos to re-live horse show memories with friends and family. All rings will be videoed & photographed and a free Livestream will be available for every ring, every day. This fee also includes the Show Office Fee & Medic Fee, previously charged separately.
LEARN ABOUT MAAP POLICIES

Safe Sport Training  🚗 Local Travel
One-On-One Interactions
Social Media & Electronic Communications

Read about these & more at usef.org/MAAPP

REPORT MAAP POLICY VIOLATIONS

usef.org/safe-sport/reporting
859-225-6915 or Text Anonymously 855-682-8733